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FROM SIX TO EIGHTEEN THOU-- SAND WITHIN THREE YEARS

FALL DECLARES.

AUTOTRUCK
The Forum banquet at City Club Tuesday night brot out
CRUSHED BOY
some very interesting facts concerning the resources of
was
County Farm Agent
county. The first speaker
Last Sunday Undersheriff Hnmr P. Powers. Mr. Powers was able to pive out some
Wednesday afternoon as the
Bob Roberts and deputies es-- valuable information as to farms, farm products, cattle, sheep, hundreds of children were
Heart
corted the Indians to pointspoutry find dft;ry nowleaving the Sacred
some of the little felschool,
a previous, confession
in
in
here
farms
increase
the
of
The
during
acreage
great figure
-- I
if
had related the burying of ty,e a5t three years was the feature of the evening. Mr. Powers lows were engaged in sport in
pawn which was taken from Stated that the farm acreage in McKinley county had increased the street, as the L. B. Price
came along. The 13 year
VXrswx&'T&i fen the store of "Sloppy Jack during the last three years from six thousand acres to eighteen truck
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Man.
Lewis, after Lewis had been thousand acres.
uel
Ruiz Manuel Jr. was
murdered. Unuer the direcThe Zuni mountain district offers the best opportunists
tions of Mr. Roberts and his for small irrain and notatoes. the yield being great and the struck and the truck passed
his shoulders, crushing
deputies the Indians uncovered qUaity the finest in the entire southwest. The increase in over
the goods, and in no case did!farm acreace in the Zuni mountains has been great. The next his shoulder blade and his
head. The child was rushed to
they make a mistake, thus best increase has been made in the White Water vicinity. Her, St.
hospital and Dr. Hanof
confession
that
the
showing
too, certain crops grow and yield well. The older communities nettMary
considered the infirst
at
the Indians as to the murder are reviving with new life. For forty years farming conditions
1
I
of Lewis and the burning of in McKinley county were about the same. Now new and better juries of a fatal nature, but
since it appears that there are
his store on April 23, 1921, was varieties of crops are being cultivated.
JOS CANNONThe
of
the
the truth. The finding
Graded cattle, better blooded sheep, registered poultry and chances for recovery.
buried goods is conclusive evi hogs and cows show marked improvement. Community mar- child's head is badly injured,
authorities keting of eggs, butter and other products will be systemized the palate of the mouth being
The former speaker - an- dence that the
so we are informed, and
have
the
his
retire
to
intention
nounced
right parties to the so that each and every rancher and farmer will market eggs split,
be necessary to perform
it
may
and butter of exact requirements, thus meeting marketing
from politics in an eleven word crime.
a very tedious surgical operaNow we will see who takes demands.
tion in order that the child may
Mr. Powers' speech was enlightening.
"I am NOT a candidate for the initiative in trying to pre
not be permanently hindered
its
law
vent
from
the
John J. Kirk was the next
election to the 68th congress."
taking
in speech and senses.
The Illinois representative, course and to prevent a nice speaker and told of the Indians ROADS COMMITTEE
This is one of the very unof
murder
size
as an asset to Gallup in parguilty
hanging
one of the most picturesque
I MEET THE 24TH fortunate accidents that hapand widely known figures in ers. These murderers to make ticular, and to McKinley counand no one can tell just
congress, will be 86 years old their escape from the hang- ty in general. Mr. Kirk gave The Roads committee of the pen
how
happened. One thing
next May 7. He is serving his man's gallows only means that out some interesting facts con- McKinley County Chamber of shouldit be
looked after, and
hereIndian
some other
trader
term.
twenty-thir- d
cerning the value of Navajo Commerce will meet in the that is any automobile, no matClose friends said he had abouts will soon meet the same and Zuni trade and business,
chambers'
Friday ter what make, or who the
made the decision in the belief fate that "Sloppy Jack" Lewis showing that if it was not for night, Feb. 24.quarters
will be driver may be, should be reThere
that his health and age made and Frank Dugan have met.not the Indians in this section that much important work for this quired to go very slowly when
s
a less strenuous life advisable. The time to act is now
of meeting. The matter of the
something like
passing school buildings. No
Wearing an old slouch hat, after some one else has been us would not be here.
of the road one can tell when hundreds of
unsettled
question
Mr. Kirk is an interesting
,and with a heavy overcoat murdered.
northern Apache county, children may come running out
talker and a very entertaining thru
wrapped closely around his
will come up for con- in gleeful manner, chasing
Arizona,
after dinner speaker.
throat, Uncle Joe sat in the DR. J. H., WAGNER
The road thru each other in playful mood,
sideration.
"house chamber today while
Mayor A. T. Hannett closed northern Apache county, Ari- innocent and full of life. It
ADDRESS
DELIVERS
the set speeches of the evenRepresentative Green, repub-- .
zona, is of supreme importance should be the duty of automoing with remarks about pav- to' Gldlup and McKinley
lican, Iowa, was delivering a
coun- bile drivers to. look carefully
Last
Friday
night
Lincoln day address. The hat
ing.
This one single question and see if there are no children
ty.
"
Rev. Hendrix told a story, should
came off at the cJose oi uie
1
receive undivided and anywhere in sight. It should
speech and the veteran legisla-- , ers association at the new and the meeting was over.
constant
attention till that be the duty of automobile drivJ. W. Chapman presided.
tor applauded with the rest.
is
It is a damnable ers to recognize the fact that
built.
road
Dr.
school
building.
The Methodist ladies fur- shame that one man in
Announcement of Mr. Can- High
is a fine speaker, and
Apache they are passing school houses
Wagner
nished the chicken dinner in
non's determination to retire never fails to have
block and to be on guard. We are
can
Arizona,
county,
the usual well shaken down a continuous road from coast not
was not a surprise to members, of interest to say to something
teachers.
saying that in this case the
and running over style, and to
as most of his intimate friends
to
automobile
driver was crimin
West.
East
from
co;.st
was
meeting day there were ninety
understood he was a bit too forSaturday
people to For this road to be built would ally negligent, but we do say
the
County
McKinley
it.
feeble to carry on his active) Teachers'
mean that touri-- t wouJd have! that all automobile drivers at
Association, and on enjoy
duties.
the
roads
of
account
the
advantage of the shortest all times should be on their
muddy
Announcement of the for- there were
route
and along the Santa Fe guard when passing in the
SPELLING
who
teachers
BEE
mer speaker's decision to retire could not many
40
t or tru roau not xo neighborhood of school buildAbout
attend.
railroad,
from public life was made on teachers were
AND
CONTEST
It
that tourists ings. We do say that it is
means
bui
present.
the floor of the house by Rep
be diverted south from Al- - criminal NOT to take such
While Dr. Wagner was in
resentative Walsh, republican,
March 31. Fridav. there will buoueroae to go via Springer precautions. The lives of our
In a brief 'Gallup the report started that be
Massachusetts.
a spelling bee contest for all vilie, Arizona. The question of children are far more precious
euloev. Mr. Walsh declared! letters as to the
of mer- burning of the pupils of f, 6, 7 and 8th grades .the road thru northern Apache- than a load of any kind
that members of the house normal at Las Vegas,
now
aiu- no
matter
that all oi me county public school county, Arizona, is of such im jchanoise,
would "learn with
regret,
wnere
u
no
is
nor
J
matter
State
whole
to
the
he
rules of elimination will portance
ol;able,
buildings to be used by the
town
it becomes a cointr.
tinged with sorrow," of Mr. normal
i
Our
authorities
.ri
Mexico
that
be! apply
would
student?
wiii
niiDii
i,e
Cannon's intention to leave the burned. Dr.
see to it that such sign
Wagner hurried given one trial i.t each word. Mate question and should... re - 'should
... ..,...,
.
over
apthe
house.
Regret
will be two medals for teive siinvOrt lrom our STaie;I,uoarus as are neeueu iu worn
There
what
to
in
lend
order
home
of
retirement
proaching
assistance he could to the wim.ers, for first and sec- hiehwav officials and that.1 automobile drivers that they
"Uncle Joe" would be shared. ever
ond. In addition to the two too, without any more quib- are approaching school houses
such reports.
Mr. Walsh added, "by the wards quieting
t,rp placed and then see to it
medals, there will be a number bling or foldollery.
country at large."
that automobile drivers obey
of other prizes, given by our
BALL
FIREMEN'S
After Mr. Walsh had conK. OF C. BLOW OUT
the warning of these sign
banks
and
some
merour
22ND
by
FEB.
FOR
FOR FEB. 26TH boards.
cluded, members of the house
chants. These additional prizes
rose and applauded for a moGalBall
of the
will provide something for evThe Sixth Annual
Leo Lanigan informs us that a hig JOHN J. EMMONS
ment or more. Many in the lup Volunteer Firemen will be given ery contestant.
initiation blow out for the K. of C.
Ar22.
GOES TO NATIONAL
night of Feb.
galleries joined in the ovation. at City Club have
City
Supt. W. H. Brose expects order in Gallup is to be piven at
been made for a
The former speaker was the rangements
will
be
Feb. 26. There
annual event, and the commit- this to be one big event, as in- aClub night of
John J. Emmons became associated
banquet, and a number of visitors with the
only one on the floor to remain great
tees are hard at work to see that this terest is now being taken by from
Gallup National Bank Thursbeen
have
State
over
the
brimpoints
in
were
His
ball
seated.
is to be the most enjoyable
eyes
day of this week. Mr. Emmons is
all
schools
the
of
the
promiKed.
county,
and he the history of the local fire company.
one of the best known bankers of
ming with tears
New Mexico. But few bankers in our
clutched in his lap the hat he
State enjoy wider acquaintance and
had been wearing a few mobut few men in public are better mixIT
GOT
ments.
ers than John Emmons. With the
INDIANS DUG UP
STOLEN GOODS

Mc-Kinl-
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NEW YORK, Feb. 14. Not
only can the government ea
ily pay the bonus to Americana
who served in the war, but th
country's war debt can be paid
if congress will "liberalize";
the law permitting big business'
to develop Alaska, Albert B.
Fall, secretary of the interior,'

declared last night at the 38th i
annual Lincoln Day dinner oft
the National Republican club.- -
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Gallup National he becomes its
and will be active in rhe
duties of his institution.
Associated with John Emmons is
his brother, Glenn Emmons, who will
cashier of the
be active assistant
Gallup National. Glenn Emmons is
another "John," as the saying (toes,
when it comes to mixing and ininRl-in- c
with the public. The many wnrm
friends of the Emmons brothers wish
them the best of success in the Galnt

COUNTY SCHOOLS

ATHLETIC MEET
April 15 has been selected
for the county
Bchools
athletic meet. The
medals are on display in the
of the McKinley
windows
County Abstract & Investment
Co. place. The meet will take
place at the old Amusement
Park. A charge of 25 cents
admission will be assessed to

as the date

go towards defraying expenses
of fixing up the track. The
rules as laid down by the A.
A. U. will govern and any who
want a copy of the rules can
obtain same by applyin? to
County Superintendent W. H.
Brose.
Complete

of the

program
meet may be ready for publication in the next issue of The
Gallup Herald.

.
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lup

National.

The officers of the Gallup National
are now; Gcorfre A. Keepers, president; L. K. Goehringr,
John J. Emmons,
Gcorne W, Fowler,
cashier; Glenn
Emmons, assistant cashier.
t;
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Speaking on the question,
the Country
Pay a
hnnus?" Secretary Fall an
swered unqualifiedly in the af-- lirmative, pointing oui mat m
bonus had been paid Dotn
after the revolutionary" and
civil wars. He also advocated
the development of Alaska at
a means of providing fitting
employment for war veterans,
declaring that the revolution- -'
ary veterans had set a precedent in the development of the
l
northwest territory, and
had
war soldiers
pio
neered the great west.
Capital cannot be attracted
to Alaska, he said, until existing laws have been modified.
Government owned riches in,
the territory, he added, had.
been reported to his office by,
government agents as "almost
limitless."
Exclusive of Alaska, Secregov- -,
tary Fall estimated the coal.
prnment owned lands in
oil and other mineral deposits
not yet granted away to be
worth $150,000,000,000. With
civtv vpnra in which to develoD
these resources, he prophesied,.
the sum would be added to tne
taxable wealth of the nation
and royalties on the whole
would produce twelve billions
in rentals.
"If every irrigation project
were comnow
proposed
it was
"and
he
said,
pleted,"
Can

tat-civi-

(

proposed to give the
men forty acres each, there
would he sufficient public land
for only ten thousand veterans.
Haven't
The truth is, we
enough land, and we re hold-- ing out the hope oi land to

them."

FALL APPROVES BILL
,
WASHINGTON. Feb. 16.
.
Secretary Fall of the depart-ment of the interior tooay gave
hia nnnmvnl to the bill of Sen
ator McNary, republican, Ore- -.

gon, providing a general ana
extensive federal land reclamation and irrigation policy.
The bill would appropriate
$350,000,000 initially to begin
construction work and reclamation of arid and swamp lands- -

MONEY SAVED ON
FREIGHT BILLS
The auditing department of
the McKinley County Chamber of Commerce has resulted

in the saving of some money to
some of our business people.
The
department makes a small
THE FORUM MEETING
for the work. One merENJOYED OCCASION charge
chant
reported a saving of
of
The McKinley County Chamber
on one freight bill.
about
$40
Commerce Forum banquet Tuesday
niRht was enUirtained by the Rollie If our business people will take

orchestra while the Methodist ladies advantage of the services as
furnished the chicken. The Rollie or- offered by the auditing departchestra Is always up to snuff when it ment
of the Chamber of Comcomes to the riftht kind of music at
and
the
merce
it will furnish betirr
the very time it is needed,
ladies of the Methodist church know ployment to that dspartr
exactly how to please the inner man and prove a b!j uvtr? to
with chicken, good coffe and other
bers of the orjtsfxi-C- 3,
trimmings.
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investment has been returt
179,500 MILES
the past, but the damage done
several times over. And in
in the restriction of enterprise
ij.
IN THREE YEARS
to its great economy'af
dition
and the prevention of progress,
SCCI2TY
the
CIIIO
consistent
operation,
;
through the laws which have
tr.hevrnlet News Bulletin). formance of his car has" til"'
was third
been passed, has been infinite- Industry
automobile
The
l
reported as having 4,337
Eirypt
Think of mileage equal to bled him to give the kind ef
in 1920 as producer of tax revenue.
GZ Ktw York Herald, Sun iy greater man an me material motor
vehicle.
the year seven times around the world, service that increases
for
taxes
vehicle
'Motor
scan1822.)
road
the pitfc
Texas has a greater
mileage
harm due to the financial
tzj. Jtaosry 5,
will amount to approximately
times its of his business.
seventy
v ,
than
committed. than any other state. 12H.960 miles. 1921
I "Yea mw make progress dals which were
more
man
tinnnAiMM Tti9.ooo.ooo'
'
ilVVWVVvp
peasants irreatly favor old f ooa
United States, in less
the
across
should of course prevent tireMexican
t ; kxrtsiajtex ability andever We and
footwear.
as
a
source for
treads
autoi, 250,000 than three years. Think of a MANY UNUSUAL USES CJ
evil
scandal, but we must Nearly twenty million pneumatic There aw 2.000,000 trucks
axl no industry
on the
and
150,000
tractors
192L
In
to
manufactured
stifle
not
car traveling this remarkable COMMON FRICTION TAli
also be careful
casings were
in the United SUtes.
farms
re6,000,000
women
road
cost of less
builders
Russian
aald
Itself"
New
in
thm
progress.
Eng distance at a total
rrcperous
ceive an equivalent of 50 cent! per 'p'
It seems a long way frti
This
17R.00
for
1921
of
repairs.
than
But no matter what has day.
U. Schwab lat nlfht
land state show a fain in
sonorous and
the
incars
Passenger
is service of the highest type
annual ban-e- f taken place in the past, I am It is likely that Spain will lower in mt cent cent.
flutoj
O C tlMj-fix- u
of a pipe organ
10 nr
reeds
to
af
on
which
in
automobiles
everyone
the
of
finer
no
tariff
early
the kind
t Oido Society
firmly of opinion that
annual financial statement of
The
bustle
and
hustle
of
1922.
the
f
he
when
of
to
lot
pur
conscientious
tirj
more
and
get
hones
York.
Unr
Production
of automobiles
and k. cfeaatMia Tin at Kuooer w.
d us try, yet the tie that binii
analyzing men was ever attempting to trucks for December was approxi- shows an increase in sales to dealers chases an automobile.
.
&.thwabb?an
over the peak of 1920.
their duties to the mately 125,000.
The average man feels a piece of tape. Far differv't
,.
ttzilz - ttd indicating discharge
w
r.
u.
to
showed
naming,
makes
of
cars
Accontrng
of his car when it has though, from the kind Vi
public under difficult condi
.irm.n of the federal Reserve proud
revisions at the recent Ntw
a irnc-tio- n fond mothers run in the ntli.
of American tions than the men who are to price
Board, business is basically better successfully traversea
York show.
of their children
is
Such bands
of
next to fTiculture
f
of this distance.
day running the railroads
Paid attendance at the 1922 New than it was s year ro.
;
advance
I
by
the
Tire
nighties.
demonstrates
'
Show
,
United
Automobile
was
York
may
States.
the
the
prices
,have
spring
largci trtrrportettoo. '
T. F. Whitehead, performance
of
ooinioa
the
is
of
is
on
This
kind
record.
est
It
take
called
tape
of
the
worth
product.
trli tiat it would
Are Not Speculators,
rr
real
California now leads all states to past president of the National Tire
dollar to pot our
L .
fulfills the ideal of the auto- friction, and, according to rufc.
Look about you, examine the extent of having one car to every rwlara' Aundation.
j
and
rubber
mechanical
goods
mobile manufacturer to give ber experts of the Firestoqi
S.19
Tires,
txrrrtniioa commerical
are
companies
men
who
persons.
the names of the
Netherlandbe
will
shown
the
at
novelties
the
Buenos
has
Aires
ct
the
only factory
txtzdt
the public a car whose service Company, it plays a most ioi.
y
at the head of our rail
third annual fair at 'Ban
of the nation and roads. Do you know a single in the Argentine producing autome-bi- s-Indies
and economy are aimosi unlim- portant part in the economical
and tubes.
doeng nest fall.
and most satisfactory operato make n? for their inability to one who does not deserve your Antires
Tha Russisn soviet is reported as ited.
increasing use of motor buses
expand aad progress during implicit confidence? They are by street car companies is noted having purchased for cash a large This record was made by tion of many lines of businex
the country.
Friction tape is composed of
supply of pneumatic and solid tires Nick Cornacchia of Portland,
the last few yean. If we were not speculators; they are not throughout
1921 auto registration shows an in from a French manufacturer.
a
to have an outburst of prosper- grafters: they are high minded crease
ply, or layer, of gwi
his
single
Chevrolet,
15 per cent over 1920,
of
Estimates of motor vehicle produc Oregon, in
"
ity it is altogether unlikely that public servants deserving of exceeding nearly
long staple fabric. This
grade
tion in 1921 indicate that final figures Model
all estimates.
Touring
our railroads would be able to public enthusiasm.
All patrolmen who are promoted to will show at least 1.700.0O0. This is car. He
purcnasea wis car on i3 run through huge rollta
sergeants in Baltimore, Md., half a million more than original esti May 5, 1918, and has operated (calenders)
carry the burden.
and pure gtK
"Most of the railroad presi- police
"Our railroad. for the last dents started at the bottom of must be operators of motor vehicles. mates.
it ever since as a "jitney be forced through and throurt
two yean have abandoned the ladder. Samuel Rea, presi- of Portland until each thread of fabric k
the men in charge of our might vary slightly according tween the cities
zmre miles of track than theyi
i.,D
In April of this literally saturated with rubbd
d.;i of
Linnton.
and
to different
it
railroads
appraisals,
it This makes a waterproof taji
began as a rodman nearly
"Let us make our railroad nevertheless has a definite year Mr. Cornacchia traded
have probably retired rad,
tier
in for a new Chevrolet.
Up to ot an adhesive nature that wjk
" from service mora freight and fifty years ago. Daniel Willard presidents feel that we regard value easily ascertained.
of the Baltimore and Ohio rail
run resist abrasion, rot and hari
that time he had
When allowances vary wide- this car a distanceactually
Bassanier can than they have road and Frederick Under them as honored public serwear.
of
50(
179,
totalled. In a country like ours wood of the Erie started as a vants, and let us make every ly, it is well to investigate.
in less than three years.
miles
Pipe organ manufacture
in
man
the
railroad
with its great future still ahead trainmen.
It is not what you are allowengaged
the business
are
reasons
business
he
Going
For
had
using friction tape in tv
through
feel that the public ed on your old car, but what
cf It, that la an impossible sit list you will find that our rail
account oi creasing quantities. They find
an
faithfully
kept
is
him
behind
him
wants
and
for the new one and
uation.
road officers are
among and his company to be success you pay
dunng his it insures perfect insulation fat.
"Wt cannot have prosperity, the very best illustrations
the transporation value that expenses incurred
of ful
the
And this their electric cable conned
car.
of
ownership
and
cannot
our country's commerce
prosperous.
you should consider.
American boys can do
what
is
especially
interesting to tions. Street car companies,
Protect the public interest
If on two cars of practically Chevrolet
go forward confidently unless with opportunity and ambition
owners.
power houses, subways and
in
is
that
every way
our railroads are once again There isn't a man
necessary: the same selling price you are Mr.
at
the
beelectrical
other
Cornacchia'a
enterprit
trips
made prosperous, are put in head of an American railroad maintain such regulation of the offered a great deal more for
to see the splendid
come
tween
have
Portland
Linnton
and
as
railroads
to
actual
experience
car
in
carry the
position
used
for
your
exchange
who is not a credit to the indusservice frictiof
tation of the country and are try with which he is connected shows to be justified, but aban- One than for the other, you may have averaged 165 miles per economical
affords.
:P
with
He
tape
six
all
don
is
passengers.
day
the
which
need
able to attract the capital
regulation
be sure that the two new cars
and an asset to his
The Firestone Company hat.
0
based merely upon political are not of the same value. On also secured an average of
led for them to perform their "ine American country.
people are
miles on each of his tires. specialized in this product aad
boss of the railroads. motive and popular preju close study you will no doubt Gasoline
aver- is said to have increased it)!
dice.
consumption
d
one
find that
Curd
of the two carries
by Laws.'
Let us honor these men, help
22 miles to the gallon, "output fourfold.
,
aged
a highly inflated selling price,
wWe have imposed upon our them in the solution of their
and
of
a
oil
lasted
for
quart
network of laws difficulties, and make them
permitting a fictitious allow 300 miles. Under these condi
..railroads
REGISTRATION.
ance on your used car.
As compiled from statistics sent h
and restrictions which has feel that we are with them for TRADING IMPROVES
Ask yourself this Question: tions his total repair bill was by state registration bureaus it is exmade their rates no longer re progress and prosperity. Let
"OPTIMISTIC TREND
pected that final figures will reach at
What
car would you purchase less than $75.00 from which least
comto
us
the changing
back our railroad officers as
sponsive
10,500,000. New York leads all
was
$44.73
a
for
new
paid
if you were paying all cash?
mercial needs of the country, the manager of a great indusstates
in the number of licenses is
to
bankers and
According
What might seem like a bar storage battery.
and
which has taken away from try would get behind his desued, with Ohio. Pennsylvania
It is evident from this record Illinois next in the order named. eading authorities in the auto-- ! gain on the first thought, often
their managers the power to partment heads.
credit pros- - turns out to the
exercise initiative and enter"At every turn our railroad motive areindustry,
purchaser's loss
more
at when an allowance
favorable
pects
made
has
and
is made
which
are
in
hemmed
primanagers
prise
.by
vate capital unwilling to em- rules, regulations and restric- this time than for the past 18 above the used car's market
bark in railroad development tions which deprive them of months. The stabilizaton of value.
at rock bottom and the
And loss can be avoided in
except under most rigid guar- power to exercise their discre- prices
standardization
of types also turning in an old car
antees.
tion, prevent the exceri.se of the
just as it
a long way to re- - can be avoided in
have
"I am a firm believer in the sound
business
a new
buying
judgement Ma (I'll gone
il
n f n1 n
rT IUH1IUCIH.C.
car out right The onlv thine
fact that the way to get re- which has grown out of there irai-en- "l
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENT PLAN
nnanciai state- - to ao is urst be positive that
sults in life and in industry i long experience and interfere
to put your faith in men. When with their doing acts which if ments, particularly in the rub you are getting full value in the
I went into the Emergency done would contribute immea- ber end, reflect a more optim- new car at the manufacture's
With the new retail rates, which on the
istic trend than was noticeable list
price.
fleet Corporation I did very surably to the restoration of in
1920 and in referring to
Make sure that the quality
little work myself, but the prosperity.
monthly payment plan for new cars, permit
1922 prospects the attitude is the
Mustn't Hinder Abilty.
Emergency Fleet Corporation
price promises is there.
of a down payment as little as 30
per cent, of
because I
"You never make progress invariably hopeful.
the car from every angle
got great result
Study
The
the
Firestone
recash
company
and compare it, point by point,
selling price of the vehicle, and as
spent my time making the men by hamstringing ability and
in charge of the job understand
and no industry ever gave port, among the more impor- with the other cars similarly
much
12
as
months in which to pay not only
that I was behind them, giving good service long if it wasn't tant, shows a normal surplus pneeu.
the
balance
despite marking down inven
of
the cash price but also the carto
them encouragement and con- prosperous itself.
It's wise
do some studytories to
fidence.
"My message therefore, to while thepresent market prices, ing and figuring yourself. Your
rying charges. And the carrying charges
1921 sales to dealer
"We should stop knocking the American people is that as
will
investigation
disclose
are
were
even
in
than
only 2 per cent, per month on the delarger
our railroads, our railroad a measure to contribute to the
1920, whether or not you are getting
considered
banthe
generally
and
men
in revival of prosperity in our
railroad
value in your new car and a!
ferred balance.
presidents
ner year.
fair
allowance for your usedj
Eeneral. The railroads have country let us repeal all the
With loans easier to niim. car at the same
HOW PLAN WORKS
awful drubbing, such as laws we have placed on the
time.
tiate, bills being met more
For
no other industry in history of statute books which
inThe
used
car
example, take a new Superior Chevrolet Tour- repress
market, like
this nation
has ever gone itiative, restrict enterprise and promptly and speeding up of other markets, has seen many
for the purpose of
$l.ocoa:h 8e"ing prlce
Sn'ttTot
thru. There have been evils in dampen enthusiasm on the part sales, prospects for the year changes in the past four or five
ahead are very gratifying.
years. Durinpr the war and imMinimum down
payment of 30 per cent
$205.50
after
its
t7
close
mediately
the
-IT'S NOT WHAT YOU PAY. value of
?alan5e
r
$479.50
used
cars
was
greatly
BUT WHAT YOU GET FOR
chg, 12 mo.
per cent per mo.
eiiiiunteu not because there
cent WHAT YOU PAY.
,(,6f?r
$ 28.78
was anything of greater value'
T
me Price
::::::::::$7i3.78
the
in
but
because the pro-- !
car,
Purchaser pay, ca,ht
(The Duick Bulletin)
e205.50
There is only one safe way duction of new cars was far be- -'
Purchaser signs note for
.
low
$508.28
the
demand
for personal1
making a bargain when turn11 monlhs
$42.43 on the
in a used motor car toward transporation.
12th m3l,Payj??2-35.fo- car is
ing
I am now connected with one of the largest
ne
i
paid for in full.
MlP
if na. ...
snoruijre ot cars made it
that is to be nhnlnt.lv
Q;Jea. J to seil !d cars at good
Plicatedln G m! a!TTrltce
" "0thing
Prices.
that vnn tiv a fuiV n;,... f....
tlme
new car and not hu misled
? 1?d lor. a
a'.
And can sell Diamond even lower than regular whole! ale
d
lhe4J)rlcea of lhe ew
allowance on the o'J;
ARE THINKING
wth them the prices of
or:.-- .
prices. I will be glad to show anyone interested in
yyrsaml
cars-
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HOW TO ORGANIZE

fegetables

COMMISSION FORM GOVERNMENT
(Published by Request).
The law provides that on petition
of 15 per cent of the qualified electors of the city, based upon the total
vote cast for mayor at the Inst preceding election, the city's governing
body shall hold a special election within thirty days and Biibmit the question
of the adoption of the commission
If the voters
form of government.
approve this proposition, another election is called at which the commissioners will be voted upon. The commissioners thereafter will elect one
of their number to serve as mayor at
a salary not exceeding $1100 per year.
CHAPTER 21, LAWS F 1U21.
S. B. No. 41 (as amended,) approved February 26, 11'21;
Section 1. That all cities of the
State of New Mexico which now have

vote of said election and cause the
same to be recorded in the minute
book of the said governing body, and
thereafter said city shall proceed to
organise and be conducted and governed under the terms of this act.
Section 4. The charter, under which
cities of New Mexico aopting the same
by affirmutive vote, as herein provided, shall be governed from and after
its adoption, is as follows:

more than 3,000 peopopulation
ple and less than 10,000 people, according to the last federal census,
or which may hereafter have such
population, according to any census
that may hereafter be taken, shall
become organized and shall be conducted under the commission-manape- r
form of government according to the
terms of this act, provided that the
qualified voters of such city shall, at
an election held as hereinafter provided elect to be governed according to
the terms of this act; but if said
qualified voters, shall not so elect to
be governed according to the terms of
this act, then said cities shall continue
to exist and be governed under the
form of government actually existing
at the date of this act.
Section 2. That the governing body
of any city in this state having a population of more than U.OOO people and
less than 10,000 people, according to
the last federal census, urton petition
therefor signed by duly qualified vot-- 1
ers of such city, equal in number to 151
per cent of all votes cast for mayor at
the last preceding general election of
any such city, and duly filed with the
clerk of any such city, shall hold a1
special election in such city at a time
to be designated by the governing
body of such city, which shall not be
later than thirty (JO) days after the
filing of such petition, at which election there shall be submitted to the
qualified voters of such city the proposition 'whether or not such city shall
be organized under the provisions of
this act. The ballot to be used in such
election shall be substantially the
following form:
of

i

Special Election

. become
."Shall the city of
organized under, and be governed by
the provisions of an Act of the Legislature of New Mexico, approved (here
insert date of the approval of this
act) providing for a board of three
commissioners
having the powers,
duties and authority provided for in
said act? Make a cross before or
after the proposition you vote for
Yes.
No."
The governing body of the city in
which election is to be held shall give
not less than two weeks' notice of the
time and place or places of holding
said elections by publications once

each week for two consecutive weeks
in a newspaper published in said city,
and shall appoint all judges, clerks
and other election officers required of
them by law with reference to the
holding of special or general municipal elections.
Section 3. If any election held under
the provisions of this ait to submit
to the qualified voters of any city
having a population of more than
3,000 people and less than 10,000 peo- )le, whether or not they will elect to
ecome organized under and be governed by the provisions of this act,
such proposition is decided in the affirmative by a majority vote of those
who vote in such election, the govern
ing body of said city shall canvass the ,

Article 1.
Any municipal corporation now
and by election accepting the
provisions of this act shall retain its
present boundaries, excepting as they
may be altered under the provisions
of the laws of New Mexico, and shall
retain and possess all powers grant-unde- r
the muncipal corporatoin act.
Article II.
Section 1. The governing body of
any such city shall district such city
into three districts for the purpose of
the selection of commissioners, each
district to be compact in area and to
adjoin each other district and to be
as nearly as possible of the same territorial size, and one commissioner
shall be selected from each district
who shall run at large in the city, in
order that the said city may have a
representative form of government;
and should there be at any time annexation of continguous territory to
such city, such territory shnll be annexed to the districts to which the
same is continguous; provided that
it shall be the duty of the governing
body of such city to redistrict such
more
territory upon ten per cent
of the inhabitants of such city, or
without such petition, as may be
deemed advisable by such governing
body whenever such annexed territory
and the population thereof is of such
size to warrant such redisricting of
such city.
Section 2. The right to vote for
the elective officers of the city shall
be enjoyed by all persons qualified as
legal voters under the laws of the
State of New Mexico.
(

voter
Section 3.
Any qualified
shall be eligible to any elective office,
and may have his name placed on the
official ballot by filing with the city
clerk, not more than one month, nor
less than two weeks before the date
of election, a statement of his proposed candidacy together with an affidavit signed by two other qualified
voters of the city, that he is duly
qualified under the law, not suffering
from any legal disability, temporary
or permanent. If no more candidates
qualify than there are places to be
filled they shall be declared elected
without a vote, upon the certificate of
the city clerk. If no candidate qualifies in the manner prescribed, the
without
shall be printed
ballots
names, and it shall be lawful for any
voter to write the names of any qualified electors upon the ballot.
Section 4. The ballots shall be
printed by the city'and shall contain
the names of the candidates without
party or other designation. The elective officers shall consist of three
to be nominated one
commissioners,
from each district and elected at
Within ninety days after the
large.
adoption of this charter by any city,
the governing body of such city shall
call a special election to be held at
the tune and in places specified by
said governing body, at which there
shall lie elected three commissioners,
who shall take office and qualify as
The commishereinafter provided.
sioners so elected shall hold their office until the first Monday in Ft binyear
ary of the next
subsequent to their election and until
their respective successors are elected
Their respective suc
and qualified.
cessors shall hold office for a period
of two years and until their sue- -

Warmth
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at once !
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They taste
better, they
have greater
nutriment, if
you use

is the slack season for your

Expert

He can install Arcola for you now
furnace
before removing your hot-a- ir
or stoves.
Think of itl In just a few days you can
warmth
be enjoying perfect
room.
each
in
an American Radiator
And the cost comes back to you.
Arcola pays for itself in the fuel it saves.
Telephone for an estimate today.
hot-wat- er

Section 8. The administration of
the affair of the city (hall be divided
into as many departments as may be
deemed desirable
by the governing
body, each under the charge of a director employed by the manager.
Section 7. That it is necessary for
the preservation of the public peace
and safety of the inhabitants of the
State of New Mexico that the provisions of this act shall become effective
at the earliest possible time and
therefore an emergency is hereby declared to exist, and this act shall take
effect and be in full force and effect
from any after its passage and approval.

COMMITTEE REPORTS ON
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

EVAPORATED

MILK

(Published
The

402 Seventeenth St.

Denver, Colo.

of

Legion of Ohio has
completed an investigation of the U.
S. Veterans Bureau Vocational School
of Chillicotho, Ohio, and the committee report was received by Col.
Charles K. Forbes, director of the
United States Veterans' Bureau. This
secret inspection of the school was
instituted as a result of recent criticisms of the school, for the purpose
of determining whether these criticisms were founded on fact. The
oommittee was composed of the following men, W. William Willing,
commander of University Tost No.
160, American
chairman;
Legion,
James M. Patcholl, president Zero
Hour club, Ohio State university, Henry M. Green, commander of the 13t'th
Field Artillery Post American Legion.
This committee, without disclosing
the purpose of its visit, inspected the
various
departments of the school,
questioned the students and the instructors, and spoke with the students' organization officers at that

cessors are elected and qualified. The
election of commissioners of such
subsequent to the special election
herein before provided for in this act,
shall be held on the second Monday
in January in each
elected, as
year. The commissioners within
five
herein provided, shall
election take the
days after their
same oath as now provided for county
officers, and a failure to take such
oath within ten days after the election
shall create a vacancy in said office.
At the first meeting after their election, or as soon thereafter as practicable, the board of commissioners
shall elect one of their number as
until
mayor, who shall ac t as mayor comcit-tie- s,

the expiration of his term as
missioner, or until a successor is appointed and qualified unless sooner
removed by death, resignation or reThe mayor so
moval from office.
chosen shall receive such compensation as may be provided by the commission, not exceeding Three Hundred
lollars per annum and shall preside
at all meetings of the commission and
perform sucn otner uuuesas mac nrr
may be
consistent with his office
He shall
imposed by the commission.
be recognized

as

the

official head of

the city for all ceremonial purposes,
by the courts for the purpose of civil
milprocess, and by the Governor for
absence
his
During
itary purposes.
or disability, his duties shall be performed by another member appointed
by a majority of the commission to
be designated as mayor pro tern.
Section 5. The commission shall be
the judge of the election and qualification of its members.
Article III.
Section 1. All leRal powers of the
in a comcorporation shall be vested selected
by
mission of three members
district and elected at large in the
manner hereinbefore specified.
Section 2. Any qualified voter of
the city shall be eligible for election
to the commission from the district
of which he is a qualified voter.
shall
Section 3. The commission
meet at least twice each month or
oftener if business requires, and no
commissioner shall receive any compensation for any services performed
and shall not be interested directly o
indirectly in any contract for the purpose of purchasing supplies or materials or the employment of labor. All
meetings shall be open to the public
unless special consideration of peculiar nature demand that a meeting
be secret, when it can be so declared
Pubby a majority of the commission.
licity shall be given to the minutes
of all meetings of the commission,
and the official records of the meetings shall be open to inspection at all
times.
.

institution. Their report states that
the location of the school, the living

conditions, the food, the medical serThe revice, were all satisfactory.

turbed condition because of the recent
reports of men endeavoring to tear
down the plan. Mr. Michael J. Lyons
and Sidney W. Lawrence,, chairman
and secretary of the Tech association,
stated that Judge Marx is doing the
camp more wrong than good. He did
not give the camp a fair investigation.
Realizing the great troubles with
placement training and realizing that
this camp docs away with a great
number of these troubles, we wish to

Sherman as it

of

is.

COL RCCT. I.

V

extrz::z3 visv. J

'

(Published by Bequest).
Robert Irwin Reea, assisuuet
director of the U. 8. Veterans' Evr
In
eau,
charge of rehabilitation, who
recently accepted that position upon
the resignation of Major Arthur
Dean, has made an inspection of the
Government Vocational School at
Col.

Camp
for single men, as long as the school Chillicothe, Ohio. Col. Reea made
does not try and attain the degree thorough investigation of the who)
school, the courses of study, the fa
granting power.
.... cilitiej for instruction Jn trades, reTHE COMMITTEE.
creational facilities, the formitory
Signed, W. WM. WILLING,
Chairman, Commander of Un- facilities for men, etc The men are
iversity Post No. 150, Ameri- doing excellent00 work," Col. Reel
stated. "Over
per cent of the men
can Legion.
In attendance in the classes. Less
Signed, JAMES M. PATCH ELL, were
cent
ten
were absent on acZero Hour
per
Club, than
IVesident,
count of sickness caused by their disOhio State University.
abilities. The courses are laid out to
Signed, HENRY M. GREEN,
Commander of 136th F. A. meet practical problems which Um
men will be up against when they
American Legion.
complete their training. The traineea
are receiving their training on actual
POOR RELATIONS HERE
FOR SUNDAY NIGHT jobs. There was one second division
man there who had spent ten month
The feature Sunday evening at the in training in carpentering at an easHe stated that N
Community "Worth While" service at tern school.
the Congregational
church will be learned more in six week at ChlLW
feature - five reel cothe through the practical inatrue
offered there than he had learned
picture entitled "Poor Relations" and tion
months in Institutional
featuring Zasu Pitts. It is a most in the ten The
basis on which tho
training.
interesting film, depicting real life, work
is land ont is entirely satisfacIt shows society manners as purely
empty forms and makes a big appeal tory. In three weeks time all tha
for appearing to be what you really necessary apparatus for thorough instruction will be installed at thla
are.
Because of the length of the film, school. It will be equal to the beat
the service will start at 7:15 instead and superior to many," Col. Reea
stated,
of the usual time, 7:30.
"The housing facilities are satisBesides the film picture to be
shown, there will be special music factory and the men are happy and
The chairman of the soland a rousing short address on "Sin- contented.
organisation at Chillicothe,
cerity" Mr. Byus will give a four diers' said
the men as a whole were
minute tslk. The general public is Ohio,
contented. - There Is a small percent,
invited.
age of malcontents, such as will be
found everywhere.
OLDFIELI) ELECTS.
The senior vice commander of tha
Barney Oldfield was
American Veterans, Ralph
president of the Oldfield Tire Com-di- Disabled
Hoar in a letter to Col. Forbes stated
pany at the recent meeting of the
that the disabled men are behind tha
rectors of the company. E. W.
vice president; B. U. S. Veterans' Bureau in its efforts
was
to assist them. The state adjutant of
M. Robinson, secretary; J. G. RobertVeterans of the
son, treasurer, and R. S. Leonard, as- Disabled American
state of Maryland, Mr. C Peterson, In
sistant treasurer.
approve

Roben-ton-Cole'-

s

..

port states further that the training
facilities on the arrival of more
equipment will be good. This equipment has arrived at the school since
the investigation was made by this
The school has been in
committee.
a letter to the director expressed the
progress less than two months, In
o
spite of the fact that the school has
Someone has put the old rocking same idea.
the
under
gotten
way,
general
"The food served at Chillicothe
just
chair on the map. Hooked up to a
conditions are satisfactory.
School la excellent," CoL
rock will produce a
every
dynamo
The report of the committee is as watt and
Rees stated.
are.
there
you
u .
follows:
The following is a copy of the report of investigation of Camp Sherman by the Franklin County Committee of the American Legion, composed
of W. William Willing, Harry M.
Green and James J atchell.
We proceeded to ("amp Sherman,
Saturday, January 21st, investigated
the different departments, talked to
the men and instructors unofficially
without disclosing our identities, and
spoke with the officers of the Sherman Tech .association, an association
made up of the men in training for
law and order. Our
report should be preceded by the
statement that "Any monkey can tear
don, where it takes a man to build
up."
We found living conditions good,
food good, training facilities good on
arrival of more equipment, instructors fair, health and medical conditions good, location fine and general
morale fair. The main reasons for
lack of morale seems to be a dis
Be-Sa-

SPECIAL

For Thio Week

BEST COFFEE
Fresh Ground 40c
per lb.

FARMERS

GET MARKET

REPORTS

BY WIRRESS

CARMAN'S GROCERY
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The
commission shall
Section 4.
designate one justice of the peace
holding his office in one of the precincts of the city operating under this
act, as polite judge of said city who
shall hold office at the will of the

Cut Price on New Shoe
25 OFF

Section 5. It shall be the duties of
es
the commission to pass
and other measures conducive to the
welfare of the city, and to the proper
carrying out of the provisions of this
charter, and to do and perform all acts
required for the general welfare of
the city. The commission shall create
all offices in addition to those herein
specified, which may become neceson of
sary for the propc r carrying
the work of the city. The commission
shall appoint the chief administrative
officer as hereinafter provided for
and shall hold him responsible for the
proper and efficient administration ot
the city government.
Section tl. Vacancies in the commission shall be filled by choice of
the remaining commissioners for the
period remaining between the occurrence of the vacancy and the next
regular election; provided, that if
such period be less than six months,
no such temporary appointment shall
be made.
Article IV.
Section 1. There shall be employed
-- 11

Thief

First Class Shoe Repairing
Absolutely Guaranteed
Automobile Upholstering
IF YOU DO YOUR OWN SHOE REPAIRING WE CAN,
SELL YOU THE MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES
IF YOUR SHOES DON'T FIT
Or Hurt Your Feet Bring Them to Me and I Will
Them for New Shoes That Will Fit Don't Ruin
Your Feet When You Can Wear Proper Fitting Shoes.

ge

mlminis- -

known as Cltv
ntfinor tn !
manager. He shall be employed for
an indefinite term and shall hold ofis created by
fice until a vacancy
.

. 1.

;

;

...ni.M-n- l

.

Come and see how cheap you can buy Good Shoot from
Today ALL PURCHASES STRICTLY CASH.

In' (lio

governing body of the city.
Section 2. The manager shall be
chosen solely on the basis of adminisThe choice
trative qualifications.
shall not be limited by reason of former residence.
Section 3. The manager shall receive an adequate salary to be fixed
by the commission,
Section 4. The manager shall be
responsible to the governing body of
.
WIC
Bumiiiinii ....w.
ity JU UIC
of all the affairs of the city; all persons engaged in the administrative
service of the city shall be employed
I V...
.1
n.l oi.nl)
m
nwai tin
flnu CllSCIllCI K1 v!f '
iha rJn- f ,,rrPm Pft t- find
Akn.rr.il n.'ilrt
vuuifc,".
carrying out of all ordinances, rules
and regulations passed and enacted
by the governing body of the city.
Section 5. The manager shall prepare and submit the annual budget.
He shall make recommendations to
the governing body on all matters
Clt.V.
h.i Welfare
- - thp
..nnnnrnmr,
...v.
Hill
'
' - - - lit
il.
when clearly
and in all
cases,
except
11- u
n
i,
unciesiraoie or uiineceuj y, ii. imu w
the duty of the governing body to request the opinion of the manager on
any proposed measure. The manager
shall have a Beat but no vote at every
meeting of the governing body.

Paris Shoe Store
Thousands of farmers located In
middle western states are twice
daily receiving market report by
There Is no
wireless telephone.
cost to the service, onc the incx
pensive receiving set has been in
stalled, and which can be purchased
The Westinghouse
any where
Electric CoH from its great free
station at Newark,
broadcasting
N. ., not only sends out market
reports at 12 o'clock noon and 6
P. M. daily, hut also furnishes offt
rial weather forecasts and other tn
pro
trrtaining and educational
grams. It has been estimated that
more than a half million amateurs
(mostly in rural districts and on
farms) "listen in" every day. Pictures show the operator sending oul
market reports from Newark; mt
mar endows distances the messagci
"
are received.
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Shop

The Largest Exclusive Shoo

and Hosiery Store in Town

JOSEPH ARTESI, Prop.

201 S. 3rd Street.

THE GALLUP CLEANERS & DYERS
Tho Best Work In the City.

Quick Service.

We Know How.
PHONE 84K.

Auto Delivery.
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narrowed
The vision of Princeton University seems to hsye
Grier
John
President
reins.
the
ILL
since Woodrow Wilson dropped
ASSOCIATION. HIV TOM CITT. N. T AND CHICAGO,
m
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to
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deatn
sound
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trying
THE VILE GOSSIPER
KTS3t Or NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
While the professor feels that no
for
undergraduates.
college
Managing Editor and Publisher legislative action should be taken, he would have parents disITU3
relieve in flrossip which can do a neighbor harm'.
t
sons, believing that
or on the farm; I never seen
courage the use of the automobile by theirelimination
The
gossiper ia hated, in the town,
of unneclove
the value of "simplicity in living and the
commanded
peddlin out their slanders,
any
a gossip that
it which
;
couldn't
prove.
know
essary luxuries" should be implanted in the youthfulrootmind, the
they
they
in
is a pretty fallacy, but one that will not take
here's old Hankins, that don't live fur froni
not
luxury
fv,;nu;n
. monarkfnatance.
i -: ...ia as an unnecessary
v""'"'" minH Th anfnmnhlle
i.
t
a budget that he's learnt from A to Z
around
or
me
a
we
as
is
much
It
saieiy
part
today.
a
air
fresh
God
in
to
that concerns his nearest friends. . ,
nothin'
live
misses
workman
Never
necessity. It permits the
instead of being housed in the sweltering tenements u in Talks about his neighbors with a zeal that never ends. . .
cities. It gives forty league boots to the farmer, and provides
People told there views of him, he'd find out where he's
recreation to the hard worked farmer's wife; it brings the
tell me, if he had means, he wouldn't feed
nf tho towns trt the doors of the villages, and carries at. . . . They Thinks
he is the smoothest stick you ever
.
.
cat.
his
underthe product of the country freshly to the mouths of the
on just like he doesn't know Ids
Lets
.
.
.
across.
nourished childlife of the nation. College students cannot begin came
he used to gamble like tne
An'
hoss!
a
stole
then,
to
gran'dad
too soon to know what the automobile means to civilization,
.
.
Neighbors catch him shootin cmpi
I am told.
commerce, to health and to life, and the best way to know the devil,
! Folks could tell a
old
seven
at
heap of facts from
year
own
automobile and to sense its blessings and its dangers is to
of how he got his mutton, maybe forty
ort
know
to
them
that
and
of
and operate one. The few days
youthful joy riding
ago. Of course I know that gossip ain't a very savory dish.
hilarity soon pass; indeed, it is doubtful if anything is more year
But I have heard that Hankins used to guzzle like i
.
.
.
senses
to
his
scarum
calculated to bring the harum
youth
You mightn't think that scandle hung around
.
.
.
fish.
to
quicker than a moter car. If the college trains the mina no
but someone says he re'lly swiped another
feller's
life,
that
have
can
analysis as it properly should, then the student
wife! I've heard he wintered in the pen, one time is
feller's
The
his
car.
little
and
his
influence
than
better
professors
1799
WASHINGTON
1732
wust of all, he gossips, an' this don't look goo4
appreciation of simplicity does not mean a willingness to sub- Tennessee, but,
February 22
mit to the inconveniences of the dark ages. Fancy in the days to me.
of Martha Washington if the girls had been frowned on because
Neighbors knowed the truth, I spose they'd string him to
WHO PAYS THE FIDDLER?
they liked to own electric washing machines. Let us hope the a limb, but I don't peddle gossip, though I've got no use fer
,
day will soon come when everyone will own a car. Prof. Hibben him.
not throw sand in the gears.
' A
should
man who can afford an automobile and not to use one
The property owner who can afford the
fj chtatinf himself.
NITRATES MUST BE PRESERVED
best of living conditions and who does not provide such id
cheating himself. Honey must come from some source to pay
for any and everything. No one gets anything for nothing
Before the issue is decided there may be a hot fight in
It's mighty fine talk to say that the cost of paving does Congress over the Muscle Shoals plan, but indications are that
HOMEY PHILOSOPHY FOR 1922.
Bot have to be paid for two years use paved streets two years Henry Ford will win, and that the fertilizer trust will not be
able to offset the interest of the farmer. Congress is apt to
for nothing 7
If we lived in a garden of flowers and spent our time trying to
make the rose bushes grow nothin' but thorns, encouraging the bugs
It'a mighty fine dope to peddle that something like view the situation in the light of past performances, rather than
an' beetles to eat up everythin' in sight 'till the place was like a weed
(200,000.00 will be put into circulation among the needy in the light of promises for the future the past performances
bed everybodyM think we were crazy, wouldn't they?
But we don't
do that. We try to forget the thorns. We spray an' tum up the
.woriuc? claaes this coming spring (about town election time) of the fertilizer ring. Belief is that if the Ford plan is accepted
the
is
will
and
Ford
if
farmers
the
fertilizer
get cheap,
ground, and we fertilize the shivering little weak fellows that look
plan
rad that this money will bridge over the "Harding Hard
sickly, 'till we have something fine an' strong an' sweet to look at
Times." It's mighty smooth to tell this to the rabble, those who rejected the farmers will get costly fertilizer. If this convic
and
enjoy. How is it we don't do this in the garden of life?
Why
are said to pay no taxes yet will have the free use of some tion prevails public opinion will po the rest.
don't we forget all about the thorns in the cranks an' "good for
Mr.
to
The
has
been
while
of
will
the
owners
careful
have
like
Weeks,
Secretary
War,
$200,000.00,
big property
nothin's" and cultivate the glory of God that's in everyone of them?
thing
What a fine world we'd have if we only treated humans like we treat
point out that Ford is offering $5,000,000 for two nitrate plants
to loot the big end of the expenses.
potatoes.
'
If our property owners want paving let them have it, and that as scrap are said to be worth $8,812,000, and that if the
as they are the ones who must pay for it let them have paving ord plan is accepted Congress must appropriate approxi
Five. He has contributed lanr- - making personal attacks on big mm
where and how they want it. Certainly no one should suffer mately $50,000,000 of which Ford will have the benefit for 100 Iy Item
to the
of a great coal of the State men who rank high
a lien to be placed upon his property unless he so desires years at 4 per cent. All of which sounds terrifying now that industry development
which emnlovs manv hun both within and without the State
are
Island
and
other
back
the
in
pushed
gently
be
dreds of men of this State at high pay and who, putting it mildly, have
figures
Debts must paid, or else prove disastrous. Liens can be fore log
closed and property lost. It would be better to be safe than ground. It would be interesting to know how many hundreds and contributes largely to the prosper- their reputautions.
f thousands of dollars if not millions it would cost the govern ity of his county. The mining camps
o
lose. It would be better to go slower and thus go faster.
of the company in which he is interment
to
sell
these
as
nitrate
Sam
Uncle
conducts
scrap.
plants
town
in
in
of
is
The
debt. The one
ested are models of their kind, and in
VOLIVA AGAIN.
Gallup
high authority an
expensive selling establishment as a rule. Some one said it its recognition of the human
element
has said that "Their only argument is that Mckinley county used
overseer of Zion City, 111,
to
cost
Voliva,
to
about
a
$100
buy bottle of ink for the Shipping with relation to the comfort.
is out of debt So also is the Fiji Islands, but who wants to
and safety of its employees this com is said to have offered a reward of
Board
before
its
the
order
found
all
the
way
through
departlive in the Fiji Islands?" The proper interpretation for this ments. The
$1,000 to anyone who can prove that
nas lew equals.
important consideration is not the cash difference pany
means that the authorities of Gallup do not want to live in between
Item Six: A recent verv valnahlo the world is round and that it moves.
the offered price and the price to be obtained for the service to the State was
The Overseer might question the
performed by
IfcKinley county, but had rather live in Gallup. Gallup being
as scrap. Scrapping of the plants would be criminal .....
spherical
plants
proportions of the balin
attenpuouc
in debt, and every move is to go deeper, and
upmigcr
tion to the seriouscaning
when
can
be
that- U Kolno. lbearings in his automobile were he
harm
into
almost
a
developed
national
they
blessing.
Gallup taxes going higher and higher, then with the tax
by
"reform" newspap- not able to see them with his own
For centuries nitrates have been wasted in the air. U'p done
schedule of Mckinley county going downward, and the taxes of
ers
and propagandists in spreading eyes.
can't afford now to bury them in the scrap heap. The people broadcasts untruthful and
o
Gallup going upward, Gallup is the best place to live.
misleading
If McKinley county tax payers were as hard hit as are are clamoring for cheaper fertilizer and the people are crying statements even libelous statements
SEES
FUTURE.
BRIGHT
for cheaper food.
regarding the political conditions in
Gallup tax payers the Fiji Islands would certainly be a good
the State and matters of taxation. Mr
Akron, the rubber center, sees S
place to go.
Magee will please excuse our calling bright future,
to a number
The
the
of
The Gallup Herald is not opposed to necessary improveday
underhanded, lying politician is a thin" of his particular attention to this item of of statements according
out by several
given
claimed by us for Mr.
Finished
leaders in the industry.
ments, advancement and progress. Our argument is based he past, lhe quicker such are releirated to nrivsito Ufa fv,a credit
In view of this briof recital Springer
of fa' ti" goods inventories have been decreased
upon the problem of obtaining the money with which to pay better for everybody. We are for outspoken, above-boar- d
such an epithet as "The
Gray Wolf of to the vanishing point and from now
t
for all these costly things somebody must pay the bill tax methods, such as are used bv Fall. Bursum and
Colfax County," and such
on it looks as though every tire sold
Cruces
Citizen.
as galloping the mesa expressions
payers and renters win have to pay the fiddler.
looking for will have to be built. The automotive
prey and "depredations against the industries now have second
The argument is produced that in a few years Gallup will
place in
be a city and that now is the time to prepare for it. Then, with "THE GRAY WOLF." "The Gray Wolf," a few credit items people sound rather foolish, not to the industries of the country and are
do they not, Mr.
unfair,
ay
which mnyhnp he hitherto has over- V e
Magee' continuing to forge ahead.
this argument we must ask why not first lay sewer and water
put it to you.
namely:
The Range can conceive of
mains, protect streets and property from flood waters before Carl Mhrw expounded and pro- looked,
Herald Want Ads are result getters.
manv
Item One: Mr. Springer's
...
better wavs n whi.-i
Gray Wolf" of Collaying paving? If we will be a city within a few years we will pounded on "The
and invaluable service to his
" "bo si.aieirt.re you looking for a tenant? Try
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a
daily
recent
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of
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employ its space than in 'them once,
have to lay sewer and water mains and protect many of our
State and Nation while chairman of
Journal.
the State Council of Defense
streets from flood waters. Is it economy to lay the paving first, nmnkry
during
The Raton Range U the "Watch the late World
wen in a lew years tear it up and lay necessary sewer and Hawk" of Colfax county, and we Smiger gave War. To thisof work Mr.
his time,
unsparingly
hire reproduce from the Range, as his splendid abilities,
water mains and build canals?
and his personfollows:
The town authorities know all these things. But now i the
al funds, without reward or
expecta"The Gray Wolf of Colfax countion of reward other than the satisaccepted time to secure about $200,000.00 and get it in circu
ty is reported to be galloping the
faction that he did what he could in
lation oy tne spring election. More bonds are to be voted on nwa attain, looking for prey.
the nation's crisis. His code of ethics
which means "more money for nothing" big tax payers will We had been told that he had reas a loyal American
required this of
to
his
turned
and
lair
would
not
him, but since that code did not depay for the bonds and with the working classes at work and longir indulge in depredations
he make a noise about it,
their pockets bulging with paving money it will be no trick at ngainut the people. Therefore the mand that
nothing has ever been heard from him
all to get plenty of votes to put the old authorities back on the Journal had ceased to utalk him."
on the subject. And this
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all
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Journal.
vote
bonds
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Albuquerque
asked
for.
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of a riiatihlesn assortment of polinever ties up all his
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ing must be paid for; when bonds must be met, then a howl will tical and civic ethics
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the Maggee Highway Commission, Mr.of the State
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go up and the fiddler will demand his wages.
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of every known Mexico.
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SPECIAL
VANI1SIH1MG CESEARfl
SANTOX GREAELE
EL & M. DRUG COMPANY

NEXT TO PO3T0FFICZ

THE REXALL STORE

WATCH FOR OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
Eat breakfast at The

Shop.

Candy

Adv.

Gallup News and Happenings
AND PERSONALS.

TUphoM

Form Clot Thursday Night

05.

Flowers for all occasions
Hot waffles and coffee at The

is the service and right treatment we rive that has made the Man-

It

hattan Cafe the popular eating place

Mr. A. A. Lebeck recently bought
more lots in Cottage Heights addition through Cregar k Collins.

two

New hemstitching and picoting machine juat arrived. Bring your work.
Summers MillPrices reasonable.
inery Parlor.

of near Wingate
recently purchased four dandy lots
in Cottage Heights addition from
G. T. Hammock
& Collins.,

Special dinners every Sunday at
Manhattan Cafe, and during week
days our dinners please all, working

Only the largest and best

Mrs. Gertrude Reynolds recently
Geo. A. Byus of The Gallup Herald bought a new home on north side
will deliver an address at the Con- through Cregar 4 Collins and is
this Sunday moving from West Hotel.
church
gregational
19.

Hot Waffles with fresh butter and
The only exclusive Insurance agency hot coffee make mighty fine eating
other time.
in Gallup. Chas. W. Davis Insurance for breakfast, or any
Agency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal Ave- Manhattan Cafe.
nue. Adv.
E. Parke Sellard is now the proud
Geo. A. Payne of the Gallup Steam owner of the two vacant lots corner
Hill avenue and Strong street, purLaundry made a trip to Albuquerque chased
of F. S. Lawrence through
during the week, going overland in
Cregar & Collins.
his auto.
All lines of insurance, including:
Fire, Theft, Plate Glass, Automobile,
Baggage, Flood, Rain,
up from a selected and latest styles Life, Tourist
Hail, Public Liability written. Chas.
lne. Just the goods wanted for
Summers
wear.
Millinery W. Davis Insurance Agency, phone
248. Adv.
Parlor.

Just arrived,
for

full line of satin

This stock

r.

hats

is made

mid-Wint- er

Dr. J. W. Stofer recently purMrs. Erena Griego, aunt of Oscar
A. Wetherell house,
Griego, died in Albuquerque Monday. chased the B.
Oscar went over and returned Mon- corner Hill and Cliff streets, through
Cregar and Collins.
night.

day

The Manhattan Cafe will please
Give your wife a rest for Sunday
and eat at the Manhattan Cafe. You you hot wafles with best syrup and
will save money and we will makeiimest cottee ior Dreaaiasi; can you
j

best

money.

it?

Chas. Ichl says that he will receive
J. H. Stingley owns one of those
car load of Dodge cars in a few
graded cows recently brot into this ailava.
has a number of de- Mr. l
section by order of Homer I'. Powers.
Mr. Powers pronounces the cow one liveries to make as soon as the cur
of the finest in the land, the tst runs arrives, having booked sales some
about 6 per cent. Considering that time ago.
3 4 per cent is a good average, the
work
Notice: All shoe repair
Stingley cow will be hard to beat.
called for and delivered without extra
The Pullman Cafe has been re- charges, that is. the shoes will be
Call
modeled and put in fine shape for called for and delivered free.
will call
first class service. Short orders, 'phone No. .'il7, and our auto
with-lunches, hot and pure chili, hot cof- fur your shoes and deliver them
time as possible. F.lectric
fee, all kinds of soft drinks. George in a short F.
1
A. Mazza, Prop.
ltf
Shoe hop,
Sojat, proprietor. Adv.
3--

1

2--
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For Those) Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

A REAL CONVENIENCE

CHURCH IN CHRIST

We call your special attention to
the safety and economy of a Checking

(Congregational)

Candy Shop.

classes or merchants.

night, Feb.

at

com-

Miss Annetta Lorenr has returned panies are represented by this agency,
from Los Angeles and is now cashier assuring you or prompt and satisfacChas.
at the White Cafe.
tory settlement In case of losa. Phone
W. Davis Insurance Agency.
will serve 248. Adv.
The Manhattan Cafe
special meals on short notice. Tell
Mrs. Flora Jackson was adjudged
us what you want and then give us a
at Las
short time, and you will be pleased. insane and sent to the asylum
Vegas. L. O. Carmichale was deputized to accompany the lady, and Miss
also acDoug Wilson is figuring on build- Ruth Bryden. granddaughter,
ing his new home on the two lota companied the party.
purchased from Cregar & Collins in
If your property is worth having it
Cottage Heights addition.
is worth being protected by an Insurlikes "Southern" bis- ance policy wrttten by this agency.
Everybody
Phone, call or write.
cuits, hot from the stove, baked right. "Do it now."
Eat with us and get what you want. Chas. W. Davis Insurance248..Agency,
Adv.
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone
Manhattan Cafe .

of Gallup.

Cregar

Can-

Adv.

dy Shop.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

and
Cregar ft Collins, real estate
insurance dealers, just closed a deal
this week between Fred McNutt and
Fred Meyer for the sale of two of
McNutt's houses on Third street to
Fred Meyer.

LEWIS A. STARK, MinJaUc.
9:45 Junior church worship.
10:00 Church school with classes
for everybody, Mr. H. H. Beeson, superintendent.
10:00 Christian workers
group,
leadership of Dr. Trenner.
11:00 Morning worship, sermon by
Dr. G. A. Trenner. Special worship.
Come and we will do thee good.
7.15
Note change of time from
While"
"Worth
7:30 Community
service. We will have Robertson-Cole'- s
great five reel picture of great
human interest entitled: "Poor Relations." Special music and four minute address by Mr. Byus, editor of
All invited.
The Herald.
,

2-- 1

$7.50

$10.00

$12.00

Alex A. Schaefer made
trip to
Phoenix, Arizona, this week to look
Mr.
into a business
proposition.
Schaefer met with the Kiwanis Club
of l'hoenix on Tuesday and told that
body where Gallup was located and
how to get to Gallup.
o

OLDEST ODD FELLOW IN
UNITED STATES DIES

$15

YUBA

C!TYCalif.,

Feb.

H.-Jon- athan

they
Charming, youthful and amazingly original
the famous
only to the exclusive showings of
hats
leave no
These
York
hat
New
shops
and
Parisian
room for doubt as to the accepted mode for Spring. So
not
many styles to choose from, too, that space will betheir
lines,
their
describe
exquisite
nor
words
permit
fabrics and straw
witching combinations of novelty color
combinations.
braids and their lovely, bewildering

Hritt, 02, tho oldest mem
ber of the Independent Order of (.Md
Fellows in the United States, in both!
age anil membership, according to
local records, and a member of
North Loup Lodge No. 412 of the order in North Loup, Neb., for more
than 72 years, died today at the
home of his daughter near here. Britt
was born in Pennsylvania.

WILLIAMS MILLINERY

Seventeen hundred and forty-on- e
persons are reported to have met their
deaths by automobiles and trucks in
the state of New York during the past
year.

are-com-

IIHOTijlffi

parable

SHflHRUI

sT

Iunley County Bm i a

GallukNewMexico
ORGANIZED 1904

like to know a few things about placet
mentioned in conversation; like to
appear well read and will even
struggle a bit to appear so; like to
appear to have a fair knowledge of
men of letters of art, and of history;
like to appear well versed in music,
or at least aacquainted with the great
musical artists, and to know some of
the stars of the stage and the movies;
like to be able to talk easily and with
some certitude about fans on the diamond or winners of world championships. But there is one place where
men seem to place a bit of premium
on ignorance, and that is upon one of
the oldest and most important subjects known to the race. Only the
other day I asked a lady about her
belief and she wasn't very certain
herrself, and as for her husband, tho
it was fair to guess they had lived
together a dozen years or more, she
didn't know if he was a church member, and if not, under the influence of
what church he was reared. I have
never seen it rated in the grammar,
but I am inclined to believe such a
conversation is in the "Pretential
Mode." Or it is verv difficult to be
lieve such is the true knowledge or
lack of knowledge. Where ignorance
is popular!

uuuij

MAKES VISIT TO
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

$5.00

'

METHODIST CHURCH
live opposite each
Two families
W. HENDKIX, Pastor
JOHN
takes
other on the same street. One
Subject of sermons:
I MPORTANT NOTICE.
the Gallup Herald, the other does not.
"What Must I Believe?"
The family who does not take The
as
Our
"Christ
Comtemnorary."
Herald keeps up with the weekly proof Joe Walling
Every member
This is the occasion of the anngram as published for the Hex Thea- iversary of the Knights of Pythias, Lodt;e No. 13., K. of P. is requested to
Herald
this occasion The
tre. On
on Thursday, Feburary
on. and they are hereby cordially invit- - be present Masonic
D....K..M,'
II i it,...i I... iuuiiu.
Hall. The Grand
couui
2'lrd, at the
.... . .1 i ..!..::... u... i ed to worship with us.
Vice Chancellor will deliver an address which will be very interesting
and instrutive. Following the lecture
there will be a general disscussion of
Pythian affairs.
One of the pleasant features of the
neighbor for a copy of the Herald,
to
a
OOOOOOOOOjOOOOO.OOOO.OOOXWOO.a
Here, too, it had been loaned
meeting will be the banquet which
neighbor and not returned. So, after
will be served immediately after the
work in the third rank. All visiting
fully an hour of anxious waiting, a
and
copy of The Herald was found
brothers are cordiutially invited to atthe family agreed that all should go
tend. Members and visitors are asked
of
to the Rex. The subscription price
to be at the hall at 7:30 P. M.
The Gallup Herald is just $2.00 per
JOK BEUUOW,
Chancellor Commander.
year.

Rev. L A. Stark and wife have
gone to Tombstone, Arizona, for a
much needed rest and recreation. Mrs.
Stark has not been in the best of
health for several weeks and physicians advised a trip to a lower altitude. The Starks will be in Tombstone for some weeks.

Spring Hats
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BAPTIST CHURCH

F. E. GRAHAM, Pastor.
Sunday school each Sunday, 9:45
Jimmy Blatsios, proprietor of the
White Cafe, has been confined to St. a. m.
Preaching services 11 a. m. and
Mary hospital this week on account 7:30
p. m. each Sunday.
case
ot
innuenza.
of a hard
B. Y. P. U. or Young People's
Go to the Pullman Cafe when you meeting 6:30 every Sunday evening.
Prayer meeting Wednesday eventhe best chili, best coffee, deli
cious soft drinks, lunches and short ing of each week.
Ladies' Missionary society meets
orders. George Sojat, proprietor.
every Tuesday afternoon, time and
Adv.
nlace announced from pulpit.
Choir practice Friday evening of
W. B. Sherman has returned from
his business and pleasure trip to Al each week.
We are indeed glad to note the inbuquerque. While in the Duke City terest
in
about
being taken in all phases of
took
he and "Shorty" Byus
church work. It looks as though
everything that was takable, so the our
a new dav was dawning for us in
report goes.
this town.
We are still anxious to see all chilFor auick work and first class ser
Sun
vice, call phone No. 317, and our auto dren who are not attending any
somewhere in
will call for your shoes anu tney win day school enrolled
be repaired by expert workmen who Sunday school.
If you are a member of some Baphave had from 18 to 20 years' experito your famence, and just as soon as the work is tist church, you owe it
to unite with us,
finished, the FREE delivery will be ily and to yourself the
work here In
Shoe Shop, F. A. thus strengthening
made. Electric
ltf our own town. This is the duty of all
Mazza, Prop.
Baptist people, and we cannot enjoy
Fernandez our religion unless we are doing our
W. Lee of the
Flovd
Ranch, headquarters at Albuquerque, duty.
Therefore come to the church which
was in Gallup this week on business
an,) while here visited with his old will give you a hearty welcome and
school mate, Glenn Emmons of the 'you will be glad you came.
o
National bank.

GOES TO TOMBSTONE
FOR RECREATION

RAVISHING NEW

Account with the McKinley County
Bank and believe that you will find it
a real convenience in many ways.

-

o

"TIME MAKES CUSTOM"
Each year more and more the
old time custom of sending
cards on special occasions is
relegated to the background
in favor of

FLOWERS
sentiment.
express
befitting than a
fragrant cluster from our
beds?
"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"

Flowers

What

is more

The Candy Shop
L. M. GOLINO,

Prop.

BASKETBALL POl'BLEHEADER
Gallup basketball fans will have
their first chance to see two picked
teams of the local athletic association in action against out of town
opponents Saturday night when the
fast Indian school team from St. Michaels and the crack mine team from
Allison come to contest for supremacy on the new high school gym
floor. The local teams have been
practicing hard for the past two
weeks and feel confident of winning
both contests.
A small admission fee of twenty-fiv- e
cents . will be charged to cover
transportation of the visiting teams.
All association members will be admitted by presenting their membership cards. Arrangements have been
made with the local taxi drivers to
carry passengers to the games at
cents per head.
twenty-fiv- e

THE CASE PUT OFF

TILL TUESDAY

Adolaido Castillo is awaiting trial
on a charge of attacking Miis Adeline Ortiz, the case having been put
off till next Tuesday. Much Interest
as well as indignation is being taken
in this case. Miss Ortiz is a very
n
girl with
pretty
many friends, and the remarks of
have been many and ugly.
It is said that some, or at least one
of the material witnesses has skipped
the country. This only adds fury to
those who want to see justice done.
It is a fearful thing to disfigure
any one' face. Whoever bemay be
sent to
proven guilty are liable to
the penitentiary. .

T00

LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR RENT Six room, modern,
Also a small lot of furaltH
for sale. Phone either 196, or 1U.
rea-iden-

'

FOR SALE 100 white Leghorn
now laying, and all from incubator
last February. Apply to C. F. Pra-the-r,
Buena Vista Dairy.
t-l-

EGIUCIECU'EP
BY CKCCAR COUIKS
1UWI1

IL.'iJD

The deed to the
property and a
fire insurance policy belong in the
same safety first
deposit vault. We
will furnish you
with both
the
home and the protection. Don't put
it off. You have in
mind a piece of

property that you
would like to own
and you fondly
imagine that if
you play a waiting
game you'll save
money. Take a tip
BUY NOW.
.
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"Every dollar's wortn
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ed roads.
use of the highways in
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"On the other hand the railsome adequate form of taxawith
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den of maintaing their tracks Petaluma Argus:
"The Railroad Commission
and roadbeds, but are also taxed heavily for the construction did the right thing when it revoked its order authorizing an
,of the highways."
automobile freight and express
San Francisco Bulletin:
between Sebastopol,
"Damage has been done by sen-icd
the hard tired,
and Santa Rosa, Petulma and Oakauto trucks and land via San Rafael and Richby speeding auto stages, load- mond Ferry."
ed beyond their passenger lim- San Bruno Herald:
it.
"It is through the railroad
"Owners of such vehicles are alone that we can expect aderunning them for profit, and quate service and one that will
they fhould be made to pay in develope with our growth and
proporation to the extra use nccur. ine niuiui (TUCK Can
they make of the roads. Wei never efficiently cover the field
try to make the railroads pay of commercial activities that
all the taxes that the traffic, the railroad does."
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THE SHOE DOCTOR
It's the soles of the people we keep in view
For we are the doctors of boot and shoe ;
And we nerve the living and not the dead,
With the Let of leather, nails, wax and thread.
We can sew on a sole or nail it fast,
And do a good job and make it last.
There is nothing snide about what we can do
Doubt not our statement, for work proves it true.
We can give you a lift, too, in this life
Not only you, but your family and wife.
A great many patients come to our door.
Worn out and run down, besides feeling sore ;
Though we don't, use poultice, plaster or pill,
We cure all tick shoes, no matter how "ill."

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
F. A. MAZZA, Prop.

e

PHONE NO. 317
Shop Open from 8 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Opsa Saturday from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

WHITE CAFE

en-th-

1

over-loade-

Call for and Deliver Free

at the

rapid-movin- g

GALLUP TRANSFER
A.

J. McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
--

:

Phone 42

-- :-

20 lbo. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25
We Wash, Rinse,

Blue,

Wring and Return to You Damp the

Entire Family Wash

Gallup Steam Laundry
PHONE
166.

i
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MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
January 12, 1922.
NOTICE is hereby riven that Max
Rosenbaum, heir for the heirs of Wil-

liam Roaenbaum, deceised, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who. on April 22, 1919,
made Homestead Entry, No. 036022,
for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and
Wtt and
Section 30, Township 9 N., Range
Ett,
15 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make proof on
Feb. 24, 1922. to establish claim of the
heirs to the land above described, un
der the provisions of Sec. 2, of the
Act of July 28. 1917 (40 Stat. 248)
upon the ground that the homesteader
died while actually engaged in, the
military service of the United States
Claimant names as witnesses: Ar
nold M. Rosenbaum and Etta H. Rosenbaum, all of Brooklyn, N. Y.
A. M. BERGERE,
to
Register.

By

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

Qurlet

Sughroe

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS..

10
of such principal and interest,
as attorney's fees and all costs and
expenses of the foreclosure of said
mortgage; that the personal property mentioned in and covered by said
One Five
mortgage is as follows:
Passenger, 1919 Model Overland Automobile, Engine No. 81077, now in
the possession of the said mortgagee
at his home at Allison, in the County
of McKinley, State of New Mexico;
that the said mortgagee has elected to
and by these presents does declare
the said mortgage breachet by the
failure of said mortgagors to keep
and perform the terms an i conditions
thereof and to foreclose the said chat
tel mortgage in accordance with the
terms and provisions thereof, NOW.
-

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

nm

and merchandise, liva slack, and
personal property of every claaa ana deaerip- tion, and to hold, own, snortaaffo or otU or
otherwise dispose of, trad, deal in and deal
with tht tamo.
(I) To incur indebtedness, and la bene
warrants, bonds, debentures and oust negotiable or transferable instruments, assured by
mortaaco or otherwise, tor sikb amounts aa
shall from tim ta lima sosm advisable.
(4) Ta Improve, manage, develop, sell,
transfer, tease, mortal, pled, or
otherwise dispose of or tura la account or
deal wit all or any part of the property of
the company
real and personal and from
time ta time to vary any investment or emof
of the company.
capital
ployment
(51 To do each and everything necessary,
suitable or proper for the accompllahment of
any of the purposes or the attainment of any
one or more of the objects beret a enumerated, or which shsll at any time appear conducive to or expedient for the pre test ion or
benefit of this corporation.
To conduct any and all of its business
and to carry out any and all of its oajecta
and purposes and t do any one or mora of
the acta and lhins herein set forth in the
Mute of New Mexico, outside of the Stale of
New Mexico, and in any other state, territory or dependency, of the United States and
in any foreign countries as well as la the
State af New Mexico ; and the company may
eonduct its said business or any af them, and
do the ssid acts and things in any of said
and foreign
states, territories, dependencies,
countries, to the extent permitted by the lawa
thereof : and it may hold, purchase, mortgage
and convey real and personal property of
every kind, outside of ssid state, wheresoever
situsted, as well as within such state.
FOURTH:
The amount of capi'al stock
to be issued by said corporstion is fifty
Thousand (tso.050 901 Dollar,, divided into
fifty thousand (50,000) shares of tna par
value of One ill Ml Dollar each,
FIFTH: The amount of ssid capital stock,
which has actually been subscribed is Two
Thousand (1:1.00000)
and the fol
Dollar,
lowing are the names of the peron4 by whom
it
the same has been subscribed,
Name of Subscriber. No. of Shares
Amount
I
H. C. Denny
II 0
D. W. Bontems
1.99s
l.Wl.tO
1
8.
1.00
Smith
Royall
MATH : The nsmea and Tost Office ad
dresses of the incorporators are as follows

food,

PROFESSIONAL.

HERALD WANTS

Bontems. and Roysll S. Smith, la ms known
to be the persons described in and who executed
the foregoing
instrument, and they
acknowledged that they executed the same as
their free act snd deed, for the usee and
purposes therein set forth.
IN WITNKSS
WHF.REOF.
I hsve here
unto set my hsnd and seal this J to day of
February. 1W2. the dsy and year in thia
certtiiratc first above written.
LUCIUS F. PEARSON.
(Seal)
,
Notary Public,
My Commission expires, Sept. 2i, 121.
ENDORSED.
No. 11295
Cor. Rec. Vol 1 Page 12.
ADVERTISING

DR. MERVINE

FOIPW

ALAMO

LAND AND CATTLE

Rubber

Of New Mexico
Feb. II, 1922-- 10
A. M.
A. L. MORRISON,

Clerk.
THEREFORE
Compared:
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY
ICK to JJO.
GIVEN. That the said mortgagee, L.
0. Carmichael, will, at the hour of
la ths District Ceart Within and far the
10:00 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day
County af McKinley and Btste
of March, 1922, at the front door of
af Nsw Meilre.
No. 1710
the McKinley County Court House,
The Gallup Stats Bsnk, a corporation,
at Gallup, in the County of McKinPlaintiff
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ley, New Mexico, offer for sale and
Department of the Interior, U. S. sell to the highest and best bidder
Nick Poll.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., at
Defendant.
public auction, all of the herein1922.
NOTICB OF RECEIVERS' RALE.
12,
January
before described mortgaged property.
NOTICE IS HKKKHY GIVfcN, that by virNOTICE is hereby given that RoDated at Gallup. New Mexico, this
tue of an arder of the court dated the rd
man Murrieta, of San Rafael, N. M., 31st
day of January, 1932, in the above entitled
day of January, 1922.
who on April 24, 1917, made Homeand numbered cause, which is a suit or acU O. CARMICHAEL,
tion for the foreclosure of that certain chatstead Entry, No. 028504, for E
tel mortgage executed by the above named
Mortgagee.
NWH; EV4 SWK; WV4 NE; WV4 (1085)
defendant, Nick Poll, as mortgagor to the
Section
9
above
28, Township
named plaintiff, The Gsllup State
N.,
SEW;
Bank, as mortgagee,
bearing date, the Hth
Ranee 9 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
dsy of November, 1920, and for the establishNOTICE OF SUIT.
filed notice of intention to make Three
ment and foreclosure
of the ssid chattel
Year Proof, to establish claim to the In the District Court of the State of
mortgage upon the personal property covered
described
New
and
Mexico
and for the
and
thereby
Within
for
therein,
u.
the
S
land above described, before
appointment of a Receiver to take into his
Valencia
County af McKinley.
Commissioner, at Grants,
all of the personal
possession
unmedistely,
Co., N. M., on the 24th day of Febru GREGORIO SALAZAR,
property covered by ssid chattel mortgage,
and to
advertise and sell ths same
Plaintiff,
ary. 1922.
H. C. Denny,
Gsllup. New Mexico as may inventory,
be provided by law, and further order
vs.
No.
1776.
D.
names
W.
Jose
as
New
witnesses:
Mexico
Claimant
Bontems,
Gsllup.
,
ssid
for the satisfaction of the judgof
court,
Koysll S. Smith.
Usllup. New Mexico ment heretofore rendered in the above entiR. Mirabal, J. A. Padilla,
Agabino NEPONUCENA ARAGON de
SfcVKNTH:
The term of existence of said tled
Blea and Merigildo Ortiz, all of San
SALAZAR,
cause, together with the Judgment for
corporation shall be fifty 150) years.
and all other ex- Defendant.
EIGHTH : That the number of directors attorney'sandfees, courtofcosts,
Rafael, N. M.
ssid Receivership, and
penses.
charges
of this corporation shall be fixed by the
TO THE DEFENDANT ABOVE
A. M. BERGERE.
all as more fully appears in ths files and rec
such
thereof, provided the number of
NAMED:
to
Register
directors shsll not be less thsn three that ords in the above entitled and numbered
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED the names snd Post Office Addressee of the cause, the undersigned Receiver will, on the
Mth dsy of March, 1922. at the hour of 10:00
that the above entitled cau.se is pend directors who are to serve for the first three o'clock
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
A. M , at the front door of the McKin
in
the
and
U.
S.
above
entitled
of
ley
the Interior,
Court,
ing
County Court House, at Gallup, in the
Department
rrnl,
County of McKinley and State of New MexLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M., that the Plaintiff has filed a Com- wit:
sell, aubject to the approval and conPost Office Addresses ico,
plaint against you, in which he seeks H. Names.
firmation by the court at public vendue, to
January 27, 1922.
C. Denny,
Gsllup. New Mexteo the
NOTICE is hereby given that Dioni-ci- o a divorce upon the ground of
highest bidder for cuh, in one parcel.
D. W. Bontems.
Gallup, New Mesco
II of
the personal property mentioned and
Roysll S. Smith,
Gallup. New Mexico described
Garcia, of Cubero, N. M., who, on
in and as covered by the sforemen- That the board of directors shall have t!oned
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED
Jan. 23, 1917, made Homestead Entry,
chattel
mortgage, fur the sst'sfsction
without the assent of the stockholder of the
power
unless
enter
for
10.
Section
that,
said judgment heretofore rendered, in
No. 030349,
you
your appear- to mske, alter, and rescind the
NEW,
to said
the judgment for at
cause,
herein
ance
on
together
or
the
before
15th
8
N."M.
10
N., Range
day fix ths amount to be reserved as working torney s fees, court with
W.,
Township
costs, and all other ex.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- of April, 1922, judgment by default eapital, to authorize and cause to be exe- penses
tai
said
of
and
Receivership,
charges
cuted, mortgages, deeds of trust and other
tion to make Three Year Proof, to es- will be entered against you.
forms of incumbrance upon the property, I"1", t
.
:T S . i
1.'
T."
name
deof
s
lhe
and
address
above
to
Plaintiff ruchta, privileges and franchises of this cortablish claim
the land
described as follows,
About
ticularly
Dart
ma!
or
M.
to
Dorstion.
and
is
A.
any
thereof,
S.
Santa
Edwards,
Commissioner, Attorney
scribed, before U.
BH
mil contract,
which are within the pow
of
"JV of" ,hwhp nA
at Seboyeta, Valencia Co., N. M., on Fe, New Mexico.
thi.
corporation m hmMr. provide. one table, one
one
water bucket, two
M.
C.
of
15th
ROUSE,
Tho Oi rector
the
March, 1922.
shall eiect from their num
day
dl;h pan, two tubs, two od cam, one set har-- I
ber, a president, and from tht stot'kholdr
County Clerk and
Claimant names as witnesses: Almat-- I
two
one
one
bed,
broom,
netts,
Clerk of the District Court of thiawhocorporation, a secretary and treas- tresea, onesprint:
bino Sabedia, Luiz Dias, Alojio Mon-tan- o (Seal)
dreaser, one bed and spring, one
shall hold their respective oi'i icei kitchen
urer,
of McKinley County, New until
chair, one stove, five plates, two lan- -'
and Nabor Gonzales, all of Cutheir succeaaori are elected, unlet.
one
one chicken
one
:

,k.;."'"' J

Osteopathic

Ptrikiaa

ACUTE and CHRONIC
DISEASES

MATH I
Per S paint type Una, It emit earn bewa.
ward par Una, Cask mast a
Counting
cecapaay order, aad he careful la pay far ail
insertions wanted.

Certificate af
af Stecalieldere of

COMPANT
(Na Sleckheieers' Liability.)
Filed in Office of
STATS CORPORATION
COMMISSION

()

;

COMMERCIAL
HOTEL

any atyla or slat
tamp,Galluo
Herald office.
at

leave orders
-- Adv.

WANTED Position by lady for office or clerical work. Get Inform-tio- n

at this office.

FOR SALE A bargain. 80 acres Improved irrigated land, 6 miles from
Springer, N. M. 20 acres alfalfa.
Good schools.
Can be handled for
part cash. See F. J. Dermer, 127 Terrace Ave, postoffice, General Deliv-erGallup, N. M.

"After Highways Are
-

Pounded to Pieces
WHAT"
(Continued

from Page 9

Col.

.)

y,

of charge is fixed by the lefisV
should be borne by tin
lature,
FOR SALE Few young choice Jercommercial
vehicle
owners.
now
sale.
cows,
for
sey
fresh,
Apply
to the Buena Vista Dairy, or to (5. These trucks and cars in Cali
F. Prather.
fornia have free franchise
over roads that they help
right
FOR RENT Furnished house for
rent 606 VY. Maloney Ave. D. L. to wear out tne quickest, lney
should pay for their priviDean.
;
leges."
FARM WANTED Wanted to hear
from owner of a farm for sale, give Coast Banker, San Fraacitcot ..
lowest price, and possession. L. Jones,
"As the situation noir
Box 651, Olney, 111.
stands, the taxpayers art
standing cost of the jitneyaV
PROFESSIONAL.
roadbed, permitting the auto
lines to smash the highways to
and hampering the railpieces
iJlllllinillllHIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIMMIIItllllllfllllll
roads in their efforts to render'
I
adequate and efficient ser
R.
(490-110-

J.

1

GAINES i

DENTIST.

vice."

t.,;;

:
Imperial Valley Praia
"We try to make the rail- -,
I
x roads
pay all the taxes that the)
siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMitiiiiiiiiiiiiii;
traffic can bear, but their competitors on the highways have
roads built for them at the pub- -'
MARTIN A CHAPMAN,
lie expense, and they get off ,
Attorneys-At-Lawith a normal license fee.
OFFICES:
"The auto stages are protec
ted
from competition, but they;
Gallup, New Mexico.
commensurate
pay
nothing
scale,
crate,
kettle,
Mexico.
The office terns,
by the Board of Directors.
bero, N. M.
with
two horses, two
their
two
butcher
one
bells,
privilege and
saw,
special
of secretary and treasurer may be filled by
to Mar 4, '22.
(1100) 4t.
A. M. BERGERE,
DR. E. PARK SELLARO
tubs, and one sprinx w a iron, all located in the
one and the name person.
of the high
wear
tear
their
and
of
Mexico.
New
of
State
and
McKinley
County
to
NINTH: The principal office of aid cor(1081) 5t
Register.
the amount of the ssid judgment is the
That
with auto
K
to
is
be
located
nlrv
ways.
at
RegiNtrred
Together
Optometrist
Gallup,
poration
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
$1200 00)
sum of Twelve Hundred
County, New Mexico, and the name of the principal
be
should
of Kilinc
trucks
Ortifiratt
with interest thereon at the Latest
Dollars,
compell
for
together
they
Teat
A
c
ha
and
whom
irent
in
me
Equipment
Properly
and
upon
thereof,
In the Probate Court Within
For t'NITFD STATKS OF AMERICA,
rate of 10 per cent per annum from the Mth
ed to bear a fair share of the
.STATE OF NKW MEXICO.
pnieeta can be served is H C. Denny.
Ing Eyes
the County of McKinley and
of November. 190, and which interest to
day
WITNESS
IN
We.
under
the
WHEREOF,
IT IS HKRKBY
that
CKHTIFIED,
date nf sale nrnnunu to the sum of One Hun-- ,
cost of repairing the special
State of New Mexico.
POSTOFFICE BUILDING
a.
for record in the office of the HUte lined, incorporatoni have hert'jn'.o set our dred Fifty (flMI.OO) Dtdlari, and together in
and seals this Hth day o( February.
No. 179.
of
sum
Hundred
Corporation OumrrvMaioi. of tht) State of New hantU
One
further
the
Thirty
damage for which they are re-- .
Meuco, on the Tnirteenth day of February 1122.
In the Mattter of the
00
J
Dollars as attorney's fee, and for
H. C. DENNY,
A D.
A. M.
at
10:00
o'clock
ponsible."
court
RUIZ
Ten
&
OVERSON
of
Dollars
sum
further
the
($10001
12;
Estate of George T. Brown,
I). W bontems;
Certificate at Incorporation and
ROY ALL S. SMITH
Exeter Sun:
Deceased.
CerHiratc of Stockholder.' Non Liability of
to
reserves
continue
Th
the
Receiver
riitht
State of New Mexico,
Attorneys.
ALAMO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
NOTICE OF HEARING I PON ADthe naid sale from hour to hour or from day
"A moat interesting and
County of Mrhuiley, si,
Stockholder'
(No
be
his
as
in
Liability)
to
may
expedient
tiny,
MINISTRATIS' FINAL KEI'OKT
2, before
WHKRKFOKK
The incorporator
named meOn this nth day of Kehruary.
or
necetwary.
address on highway con- -'
all
in
of
W.
H
C.
Courts
Practice
D.
timely
Denny,
FOR
AND
PETITION
personally appeared
in naid Certtfi.'ute of Incorporation, and who
Dated thia
tth day of February, Il22, at
have sinned the same, and the.r suiveiMora Bontt'ms, and Roy all S. Smith, to me known Oallup, New Mexico.
was given before the
ditions
be
to
who
in
the
derrrthed
and
penton
And
are hereby declared to be from
New Mexico and Arizona
JOHN J. EMMONS.
IS HEREBY
NOTICE
GIVEN, thu
the foregoing inatrament, and they
Kedlands Rotary Club last
date until the thirteenth day of February, acknowledtrwl
Receiver.
to 311 '22.
4t.
(M,vi)
ame
executed
the
that they
That the above entitled court has set Nineteen Hundred and
,
a Corpoweek by C. A. Whitmore of the
and State of New Mexico,
their free act and deed, t'jr the
the hour of 10:00 o'clock A. M., on the ration y thj name and for the purposes st as
County of McKinley,
EDMUND R. FRENCH
ptir(,Kt.4 therein set forth
n.iid
CVrtif
in
forth
irate.
Commision
State
Court
In
tne
District
Highway
(ith day of March, VJi'l, at the court's
HER EOF.
IN VWTNKSS
here mM
(Noa. 11294 and
No. 972.
Lawyer
One matter discussed by Mr.
IN TEST O N Y
chambers,
S ta'.e set my hand and .eal, the day and year aove E. W. Dobnon,
McKinley County Court
WHER11).
K, the
Plaintiff.
Member Dar: Supreme Court Unite Whitmore was the
vs.
House, Gallup, New Mexico, as the Corporation Cininii.taiun of the State of New written.
LUCILE F. PEARSON
injustice of.
hai ruined this certificate to be
kilo
Cliff Coal Mining Co.. Stephen Cana-- i
time and nlace fixed fur the heaiinit MruriP'l
States, Supreme Court of New
)'ary Pi rdu Rocky
of
maintenby tut Cha rmm and the seal nf said (SEAL)
share
the
Elizabeth
van,
Canavan,
highway
Christopher
M
13.
Mexico.
commiiion
of any anil all objections, if any there Cutnmiimon, to be aflixd st the City of
expires, Sept.
and the unknown heirs of Christopher
ENDORSED
ance borne by the trucks and
on this 13th day of February A
be to the final report and petition for tiunta
decesseil, Defendant.
Canavan,
No.
Coal
Avenue.
11294
205
Office:
D. 11(22.
Peter Kitchen, lntervenor.
the unfairness of the system to
Cor. Ree d. Vol. 7 Paire U6.
discharge heretofore filed herein by
B. MONTOYA.
!To the UNKNOWN HEIRS of the defendant
CertifKate of Incorporation
the undersigned as administratrix of (SEAL)
Chairman
railroads."
the
deceased.
Canavan,
Christopher
of
the above entitled estate, and for the Attest;
The unknown heirs of Christopher Cana-M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
ALAMO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
W.
A. L. MORRISON,
in
West Side Index I
Newman
nnta
the
defend
one
of
van, deceased, and
purpose of hearing any objections, if
(No Stockholders' Lianilityj
Clerk.
the slove cau.e, are hereby notified that an
Practice Limited to:
Filed In Office of
"In
the local comment on
all
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
any there be to any matter or thing,
in
the
has
been
filed
ttmexaed
eomsiUtnt
COMMISSION
STATE CORPORATION
Distance and
Geni
Certificate af Comparison
touching the administration of said UNITED KTATK8
atove cause, making the he rs of Christopher
of New Mexico
Gaylord's railSuperintendent
OK AMKKICA.
the
Diseases
of
Skia
the
that
estate.
Canavan, deceased, parties thereto;
Feb. 11, 1!V2 10 A M.
STATE OF NEW MKXICO,
at
i
the
road
is to quiet the title to the
talk
of
such
suit
Thursday ban
(nature
in
A.
ConnecUc
MARY JANE BROWN,
Wusserman laboratory
L, MORRISON,
IT IS HKRKBY CERTIFIED, that the an.
following described lands, located in McKinley
Clerk.
we have not heard one
PHONE 866
quet
Administratrix, nexedthe is a full. true, and com pi t trncript Compared
New
'County,
Citizens Bank Building
West half of the northwest quarter and
Estate of George T. Brown, Deceased. of
ICK to JJO
person dispute the justice of his
Certificate of Incorporation
the west half of the southwest quarter of
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
to
(1073)
of
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
stand on truck and jitney com,
west,
section 22, township IS north, ran
Certificate of Comparison
ALAMO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
containing 10 acres, excepting about one
UNITED STATKS OF AMERICA.
(Na dtorfcholdtrV Liaadity,
petition. The remarkable thing
acre, more or lens in the northwest corner of
as
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
iTO H. H. BAII.EY AND BERTHA
(No. 11294.)
'itaid
above described tract of land.
DR. C. A. TRENNER
HEREBY
is that with public sentiment.
IS
IT
CERTIFIED, that tne
a
the
with
endorsement
at
thereon,
aim
unless
TO
You are further notified that
you
BAILEY, HIS WIFE, AND
on file and of record in the office of nexed is a full, true and complete, transcript
pear
so nearly unanimous,
d
or
on
sa
cause
in
your
appearance
CLAIM-?
seemingly
of
the
jentr
ALL OTHER PERSONS
the State Corporation CommiMion.
EYE SPECIALIST
before the 10th day of April, 1922, or plead
Certificate jf Stockholders' Non Liability
N
on
this
TESTI MON Y W H RKO P. the State
it is so hard to get.
.ING ANY RIGHT. TITLE OR IN- of
aad
point
said
amended
petition
complaint
of
It,
nf the State of New
Communion
on or before said last
TEREST IN OR TO THE MORT- - Corporation
LAND
intervention,
ALAMO
AND
action
W.
COMPANY
At
F.
Wurra
the
CATTLE
Store
haa canned
Jewelry
thie
Legisture."
by
certificate to be
j
date, judgment by default will be
GAGED PROPERTY HEREINAF-- ; turned by ita Chairman and the teal of aid
(Ne Stockholders' Liability .
Press s
Ukiah
dered
you.
against
Republican
11295).
(No.
to
be
affixed at the City of with the
CommiMion,
TER DESCRIBED.
The name and addrms of plaintiff's ator- GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.
endorsements thereon, as same
on
D.
Fe
thui
13th
A.
Santa
of
"Marion
this mornTodd
left
day
M.
February
N.
GREETINGS:
pear on file and of record in the office of ney is E. W. Dobon, Albutjueniue,
Witness my hand and the seal of said Dithe Slate Corporation fnmmUnun,
GIVEN,
for
Rosa
Santa
NOTICE IS HEREBY
where
he
B. MONTOYA.
ing
IN
the State strict Court, within and for McKinley County,
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
M. M. ELLISON
Chairman.
That that certain chattel mortgage S EAL)
VJ22.
will be present at a hearing bet
Corporation Ctimmiasion of the Sta'e of N"w New Mexico, this 13th day C.of M.February,
At ten!:
ami
i
ROUSE.
made, executed, acknowledged
DENTIST.
Mexico haj
raurted
this certtfuate
A, L. MORRtrioN,
fore the State Railroad
Clerk.
sitined by its Chairman and the seal of iaid (Seal)
livered on the 5th day of October,
Clerk.
Clinic.
to Ml i2.
Gallup
(MOD 4t.
be
t
nf
at
the
affixed
Commission,
at which the applica
City
ARTICLES
OF
OP
H.
and
INCORPORATION
THE
,1921, by the said II.
Bailey
on
Fe
this
13th
Santa
day of February
AND CATTLE COMPANY
Hour: 9 to 12 A. M., to 6 P. M. tion of Bay men to operate a
Itcrthu Bailey, his wife, as niort-- j ALAMO(NoLAND
D.
Storkholdrr' Liability)
In th Prebste foort Within sni for ths Sundays and Evenings by Appoint-ninB, MONTOYA.
KNOW ALL MEN l!f THKSK PJtKSKNTA:
vigors, to L. (). Cnnriichmd, ns mortstage line between the bay and
Count
of McKinley snd Hisic ol
(ScaI)
Chiiirman,
undfp.ijrnfd citi'n of the A'text:
Tht, w the and
New Mrlire
jragee, snd filed for record at 2:15 t'nit.tl
r'Hiii.'ntM of the SlnK- of
Eureka will come up. The genMexico.
New
Stuten,
Gallup,
No.
o'clock P. M., on October 5th, l!21,
2e
A. L. MORRISON,
Nw Mexico, hae thin day voluntarily
Ir. the Miit..r of tho Ettc o( jut n Ervion,
eral hope is that the applica-ioClerk.
fin tho office of the Clerk of the;
toKetht-fiuri'lvi-for the puriume of
NONwill be denied..' If keen'
County of McKinley, New Mexico, and fcrni'Titr a rorixinition under the lawn of the CERTIFICATE OP STOCKHOLDERS
OF AI'PDlVTMKNT OF
HENDRIX
WITT
NoTICK
JOHN
LIABILITY ALAMO LAND AND
and to that end.
ADMIM.MTItA roKS.
Utivcn to nt'cure the pnynient of a 4n'd Stat of New these articles
of
CATTLE COMPANY.
do hereby adopt
develops the rail- competition
of
The
Church
th
Mithodtst
that
HKIIKHV
IS
CIVKV,
lator
NOT('K
promissory note signed by said
(No Stockholders' Liability)
nnil. r..irii.l Itnve b.vn appointivl joint
will
have
to curtail its exrond
nf
Tim
inn
C.
3rd
me
300
Residence
II
W.
eoriMirnt
and
n.t
1.
We,
nti
liontems.
Street,
as makers of even date of
Denny,
"f the Estate of J.n Krvim,
he the ALAMO
LAND AND CATTLK
the
Hoy all
.Smith,
t.i
288.
afincorporation
and reliable opNo.
cellent
Phono
laimi
Imvin
service,
t
sn.i thiit nil j ?rioni
j mortgage anil payable sixly days
A N I)
LAND
C A'lTI.E
iNo S
No i.cr,iri
COM PAN
Liability).
ter date thereof to the order of I.. O. COMPANY.
":L
Home in the Ftu.ly 8 to 11:30 A. M eration of trains Is what this
Stockholflcr:.
lhe pr.iu'ipal piace of
shluiili:
I.iaSilityl, a cr..rat;un
be (lalhip,
snd by virtu., of the law of th State
Icy County, New Mex'Carmichael. in the principal film of
law.
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
New Mesico ilo hereby diisr.i and certify prfvr:lj''J i.y
part of the state needs."
HOMER P rOWElW,
(Two Hundred Fifty (oD.OD)
IMIRIJ: Tiat the objects and purponi
for on behalf ot th m.vlvee snd ail other renon.
Your
All
Service
At
At
V
Hours,
HEATH
J.
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for any of which this corporation Uvoinil.K
of said corporation,
together with interest
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at the rate of 8';; per annum from
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nevvv
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by more than
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to figures recently (riven out
even did we know, the cc
all s. smith. jconlinp;
McKinley County Bank Building
Kir thn human nf csnnii
In anma rir.
to bM mnrtomron tho (nili.ht.mlnisa eralf snd explo.t, lands and real estate, of- State of New Mesleo.
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would probably be prci.lt;- -. )
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aitand
whatsoever
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decrease
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on thu Hth day of Fcbruarv. 1922. before
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additional
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purchase
penwnally appeared
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together with the
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liSHALD, SAT!

Miaa Edith Johnson waa hostess to
dinner in her home
South Puerco on Saturday night Tm
rueeta were Mis Vivian Evans, Mkw
Martha Cook. Mr. Clark Noe, Mr. Jay
Comitkl, and Mr. C. C Steele.

a Valentine

''JIK3U
(7crru

ryi-H4a-

gg

CATilELTmiS
ANXIOUS

N.
ALBUQUERQUE,
office
general
14.-The
Feb.
&
Cattle
Mexico
of the New
m
Horse Growers' association
an unuscard party. The guests were: Mist
this
city ia receiving
No. 14S-3Genevievu Glass, Mis Myrtle Taylur.
from
of
inquiries
number
Mr. Glenn Emmons, Mr. Royall ual
apTkorMhr Night.)
to
the
Smith.
other states relative
convention
4
annual
Mrs. C. A. Carrington it in from proaching
at Las ve-g- .
DINNER.
and is the of the association
the Carrington Kam-h21. These
and
20
week.
March
Mrt. Wm. Bickle was gracious
guest of Mm. Sam Wood for the
to a turprise dinner on Sunday She will remain In the city until after
mainly
inquiries are coming who
Mr.
are
evening in her home in honor of
and will be prexent at several
Monday
Bickle a birthday anniversary. The dinners and luncheons given by her from cattle buyers,
a
pidl
said to be showing
ffureta were. Mr. and Mrs. J. K. friends in her honor,
m the New
Game, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bushman,
interest
increasing
Mr. and Mrt. C. C, Manning.
Rev. and Mrs. L A. Stark left for Mexico field, and who say
Tombstone the latter part of the week,
are coming to me
THURSDAY CLl'B
where they go for the benefit of the they
with a view
club
of
the
Thursday
The membert
letter's health. Mrs. MnrK nas oeen Vegas convention
'
met with Mrs. Rosina liurke In her auite ii) for several months, and it it fn buying.
Mrt.
home on Thursday afternoon.
in ,he w"rnier clmiatj
thfll
program,
The convention
btytiwill soon recover.
L N. Cary
at the winner ol Jne Phe
.
ia rar.iAv beinff worked
tne highest bridre
priC btving
to
the
served
was
lunch
ecort. A
W. E. Clarke returned on into its linai iorm, piumo
- Mr.
fueetA who were: Mesdames L G. Thursday from a business trip to El be an especially strong one
D.
W.
W.
E.
Qarke,
KhankUn,
Taso. On his way home he stopped The local entertainment comF. H. Lawrence, A. W. Robert over in
Albuquerque and was the
A. T.
Las Vegas, headed
R.
W.
F.
L
Evans,
Cngar,
son,
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Slack. mittee at
guest
N.
L.
C.
is arranging a
Cary
C Manning,
Hannett,
W hile in Albuquerque he attended the by Walt Nay lor,
and Thomaa Talley.
Shrine ball given on the night of the good time for everybody, and
14tHon orrtneomprit nroirram that is
PIONEER PARTY.
Mrs. W. H. Morris was a charming
tr V R Johnson were expected to set a new standard
f.
hnatena to a tarce number of her pio
dinner party in
M13 organ lzauun.
a
to
hosts
delightful
neer frienila on Monday afternoon, in thir home on Sunday evening. The lorTho final
convention pro- The
avetoue.
Hill
on
home
her lovely
Valen- in
decorated
was
table
will be
tastily
j
was spent in reviewing
afternoon
tine decorations and
when
old
of
the
time
days,
happy
Their guest were Mr. and Mrs. w. aval
Gallup waa a mere village and in E. Clarke and Mr. and Mrs. F. S. next week.
storiee on the old pio-

Cm

Mr. and Mr. Homer Towert enternumber of friends in their
tained
new home on Saturday evening to a

MARCH

Brunswick Records
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OPERATIC
It ThooT) From "Ths Masked Btl,
in Italian. Oluwpp. Dnlt
SSI! "oi JU JkSSil iVtAll).
INSTRUMENTAL
... ..
i") (ftublntein) Pianoforte Sola
",
aA t HrioAl
ta v ,n. i no.

t

Leopold Godowiky
BronUlsw HuUrmsa
Solo
Violin
(Bach)
Alr fBt a gtrlnc
I
.
Concert Bund
i strmurim urenu.. iii,nai waiter B. Rogers and Bis Band
toooo
Overture- (Nlcolall Concert Band
1
I,, Merry Wlvra ef Wlndnr
r B Koger, ,nd Hil Ban4
Mamma Mia Marlnarlello
Oeloeal
Arr. .by Perry Ac- di
San
Oulsto)
f 'taiTWloCakpana
MO j

,,...,,

Cor-nel-

r

J0O21

l.

CONCERT

-

isnsj

PcnrerlV

telling funny

neer families. A delicious lunch was
served at the cloe of a most enjoyThose invited were:
-able afternoon.
JH2- - WAUUNCTON
Mesdames Swarti, Frank Swart z.
hn K. Brown, 8am brown, rrank
Brown. Hieht Ouinn. Chas. Sabm,
John Kpeura, E. Wilmunder, Warren,
am woou,
Mynck, Ueo. Meyers,
THE INEVITABLE.
Palmer Ketner, Oeo. wens, narper,
I Ukt the man who facet what b Mulder.
This delightful affair was
BMt
With itep triumphant anil a heart eiven in honor of Mr. Ed. Morris.
of
BANQUET AND DANCE.
Who fithta tht dafty battle without
The banquet and dance given by the
SMT Kiwanit club complimentary to those
kit hope fall, yet keeps unfal who
took part in the show success
Xnina trutt
was a delightful affair.
Taat God to God; that aomehow, true "Hoop-La.- "
The banquet took place at the El
and iutt
and durEia plana work out for mortals; Navajo at the hour of eight,
ing that time a last review of the
not a tear
show" was elaborately conH tbfd when fortune;, which the "patting All
ducted.
the show sons-- hits, sev
world bolds dear.
Falte from hit grasp; bettor, with eral minstrel jokes, thenewwomanless
Kiwanis
marriage, and last the
cruit
Iota,
ToThan Urine in dnhonor; en vie not, song, "Left All Be Good Pals ex- an
Nor loaea faitii in man; but doe gether." Mr. onPhenicie gave and
Mr.
"Kiwanit"
cellent talk
bit baat
gave several
Jit ever mounts over hia humbler lot, Lawrence, president,
Cat with a tmilc and words of hope, short talks, one one the new library.
and then introduced Mr. Arthur
fitaa tMt
Jones, a new member of the club.
T twry toiler; he t!on ia (reat,
Two well rendered comet solos were
trao by a lift heroic conquers fate.
riven by Rex Boardman. Following
the banquet and program all departed
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
for
the City Club, where dancing was
the
will
meet
at
Tawaday club
until a late hour. The Rex
enjoyed
Thurs-dnr
on
E.
W.
Clarke
1mm a Mrt,
furnished music for the
orchestra
Feb.
23.
afternoon.
and dance.
banquet
In
the
meet
will
Circle
Woman'!
Cvch parlor for work on Thursday
Mr. Mum it in the city this week
Feb. 31.
from Wintlow visiting with her par
St. Afnet Guild meets at home of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cooper.
on next
Mrs. G. A.

2J

enr:

lm

Payne

Thuntlay.

Mr. 0. H. Gosch of the llfeld com
BT. AGNES GUILI).
has been in
Vegas 'he past
pany
The
Ajmea Guild met at the wek attending to business matters.
home of Mrs. II. Nuemann on Thursday afternoon, Feb. 16. Mrs. Dowie
Miss Gertrude Kraker came in
gave a very interesting talk on her from Thoreau on Friday
night to

La

8t

visit to Lat Vefii and convocation,
which the attended accompanied by
her ton, Rev. Dowi. A drlicrhtful
lunch wai nerved to the followint;:
Meedamea F. Maple,
(I. A, I'ayne,
Sluter, Geo. Miasch, Fuhrman, DovW.
Paul Kley, J. Wetherhall, W Hart.

upend the week end with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace

Mom-- s
were
Mr. and Mrs, W.
li. Johnson on Monday evening, Feb
ruary 13.

the dinner guests of

Mrs. J. L. Ambrose was cailed to
Crown Point the latter part of last
The Volunteer Fire Department week on account of the lllne's of her
will five their Sisth Annual Hull at sister and family.
the City Club on February 22nd. The
Mrs. S. E. Aldrirh was in from
Rei orchestra will fuminh the music
In looking over the line up of the Manuv?ito the fint of the week visitcan expect ing at the home of her siter, Mrs.
different committees, v
this to be one of the biff affair t,f J. M. Poyle and family.
the season. The General Coimnitttt
Anyone wishing to buy dis-- towels
of F. G, Wilniunilir, Nuk
consist
Hmnl F. K S7rrf.ll- - tVefr...! r.wnl please call phone No. Kfi or 312.
material and well
Committee. Paul tldlinn. M. J :iil. (These are of
Joe lluuk; finer Committee, E. Wil- - j fmishtU. One yard stjuurt at K.Wi per
rounder, C. M. Sabin, V. C, Mark mien.
4
well; Advertisement Committee, K E.
Rev. I'owie and his mother reFroat, E. Kobb. E. Bueli; Finer .Van-ageturned fum Las Vegas the fim of
F. G. Wiimunder.
the .ek, where they v.?nt to attend
the Episcopal ((inference
cf

SIXTH ANNUAL BALL

u(i

r,

Rex Theater
PROGRAM
for next week
SUNDAY
Mr. and Mrt. Carter Dellaven
in

"MY LADY FRIENDS."
Two Reel Chester Comedy,
Short and Snappy
Current Weekly New.
MONDAY
First National Attraction
-ALF'S BUTTON- ,- Comedy
"SIX HYSTERICAL. II0P
... ZQ HAPPINESS."
CENTTJKt cw-dy- .
TWO REELS.

TVESDA- T"ALF'8 luTTON
SPECIAL.

SEE LOBBY.
THURSDAY
Repeating
WEDNESDAY'S
FRIDAY

PROGRAM

First National Attraction

"NOBODY."
Gaiety Comedy,
"SAY UNCLE."
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
ATIONAL
ATTRACTION,
CHARLES RAY to
"K, 8. V. P.
Two Reel Comedy,

TOONERVJLLE SKIPPER'S
RETREAT."
Current Weekly Event.

i

Mr. and Mrs. Haynts of rrescott.
Arizona, who have been in the city
iVisitiriK with their son, Raymond, re-- i
turned to their home the first part
j

Oi fc.t

KtU.

Judpe McFie went to Santa Ft on
Wednesday to visit with hia family
and to attend to business and court
matters. He wil also be in Albuquerque a day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Johnson and
daughter Fdith and Mini Martha
Cook, were dinner guests in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bickle on
Wednesday evening.

Lawrence.

aorn
l.oo

1

Sn- Theo Kurlo
Theo. Kurl
Tenor
ImsIo O' Mine (Bowlea-Walt- )
Soprano
Alolia (M (Fmrewell to Thee) (Lllluokalanl)
,, Mal(, Tr(0
l)eno wm(Bmt
and Contralto
Oolondrlna (The Swallow) (Serradcll) Soprano
w.lllam, allJ Ensubcth Lvi.ux
l

in the Ouiu
Tenor.

Tcwb

dcr)

Down

t onmy

(Pascoe-Cort-

POPULAR

T

Mr. and Mrs. Pam Dimon were MOST HAZARDOUS OF SPORTS
hopts to a number of their friends
in their home on Friday nipht Their
Goese
in Irish Wild
Participants
guests were Mr. and Mrs. John Kirk,
Chase Always in for Danger
Mr. Kenneth Sully, and Mr. Robert
Real and Thrilling.
Williams of fi!bon. Miss Gertrude
Kraker, Miss Edith Johnson and Mr.
The etymology of steeplechase Is too
Clarence Steele.
obvious to need set explanation.
.
.
The Woman's Club met in the nty Founders of Die
Hrt merely flied
y
Club on Wednesday afternoon,
a distant steeple and rode
upon
15, and held a most successful
traight to It, crossing gallantly,
session. More than twenty members
or timber,
were present and all enjoyed the re- hedge, ditch, paling, turf
view of the famous novel "Helen of pastures, crops, moorland or ridge and
ttralghtest,
the Old House" given by Mist Agnes furrow whoso
riding
Partlett, and Miss Edith Johnson sang came In first and was winner.
two solos.
But there are few, Indeed, to whom
a wild goose chase bear any implicaThe P. E. 0. Club will give a tea tion of tport, yet the phrase derive!
in the basement of the Central school from
tport hazardous, Indeed. It
this afternoon. Everyone it invited la said to have begun In Ireland, where
is
affair
this
given
to attend and as
chosen leader took mounted men
for the benefit of the new library, a
cross
or
book
country, but chose alwayt the
a
to
asked
bring
everyone is
found.
make a donation to xne cause, wnun roughest, wildest going to be
If mischance befell the leader tome
is indeed a worthy one. A musical
program will be a feature of the other took up the office occasionally
afternoon.
there wai t change of leaders If the
o
For danger
Unit proved timorous.
real and thrilling was the spice of the
A NEW MEXICO
wild goose chase.
TAX BULLETIN
The winner wae not he who came
borne first, but he who had flunked
The Taxpayers' Association of New nothing In the route, even possibly
Mlrn. an organization with headhaving gone further around to negotquarters at Santa Fe, which has been iate ail extra baaard.
studying state, county and municipal
Knowing this I hove wondered a Ufinances for more than six years, has tile If the Wild Geesethe Irish leanThe
initiated a new enterprise.
for alien kings,
nouncement is made that beginning gions who, (jilting
of
with January, 1!22, a publication will have shown themselves prodigies
be issued periodically and placed in vulor did not lake their name from
the hands of any citizen interested,! the sport nearest the heart of their
as well as of the members of the as- liuineluiid. New York Heruld.
sociation at a nominal cost.
The January number has been dis- - DISPLAY
THAT IS PERIODIC
tributed and its 32 pages are found
and
filled with information
suggestions of interet to all; but especially "Aurora Borealis" Hat Its Manifestation at Interval pf From Ttn
so to taxpayer.
An account of the third biennial
to Sixty Yeart.
meeting of the association includes
addresses by the president and direcThe inline "aurora boreuliB" was
tor reviewing the work of the rat first lined by Caswudl, wlio in 1(!1
six years. This work culminated in
oiiKerved one lu France and wrote a
the report of the special revenue comThe "aurora" is
mission with its more than fifty spe- description of it
the
rlMlk' lu Its inaftlfeMiitlonH,
cific recommendations for improveadministraments in governmental
finest displt!.s being ut lntervi.lt of
tion. Mr. HaeerniHti's analysis of tM) years iiiid less marked ones at Ipublic expenditures were graphically ntervals of 10 or 11 years.
illustrated in four charts which apIt is asserted Unit the greater and
pear in the publication.
with the
Among numerous articles, we cf.n lesser displays correspoud
only mention those on "The National Increase and decrease of spilt on the
P.udget," "Constitutk alitv of law sun.
ia generally manfor Reimbursement of Grant and
Hits
Ke Countit-,"Improvement in ifested In the following way:
Control of State Funds." "Politics anil
A dim llsht appears on the horizon
Nepotism in Public Schools," I.bv shortly afur twilight and gradually
Are .Ample to Protect Public Funds."
The article on "The Prohlcm of the tinsuines the shape of an arch having
Cost of Government" is especially b pale yellow color with Its concave
From this
timely as the tax collector makes hi Hide turned earthward.
calls for remittances.
arch streams of light Bhoot forth passinVarious tables are presented
ing from yellow to green and then to
cluding one fhowing a comparison of brilliant violet.
eviet for all purpores of 1915 and
The iifitne, "aurora borealls," while
1!21 in the various county seats of
generally
referring to the northern
the state. Four pages are devoted to
Is applied to a similar phesetting forth the tax levies of P.i2l. lights,
It is shown that tax rates are sub- nomenon visible In the vicinity of the
stantially higher for 1921 than for South pole.
1915, but the total amount produced
is actually less because of a (40,000,-00Herald Want Ads are result gutters.
loss in assessed valuation in the Are you looking for a tenant.
Try
state.
them once.

TODA- Y-

ON SALE

ti7oc
tlSt

3c

ti7.H-sr.

Harltone F.rneHt Ilare
Poprnno nd Contrnllo
Irene Audrey nd Emily K.irle
From "Clood Morning. Dearie. "
(Caldwell-Kern- )
Wm. Rerse and Mult Trio
Tn.or
From Muaic Bex Kevue.'
Say It with Munlr (Irving' Berlin) Elliott
8haw and Male Trio
Soprano and Tenor.
In Uluehird land (Wllllama-Short- )
Irene Audrey and Charlm Ilnrt
Tennr
Thai's How I Believe In You
Juniea C'ravun and Mule Trio

Pear Old Vhland (Creamer-LaytonJ MVjinMa-'.ii- i
Alelcidy (Rmgle-Cont-

)

rOR DANCING

reb-ruar-

tiso

list

;sc

list
Its'

Jin
Its'

Carl Fenton's Orchestra
Fox Trot (Blbo)
Carl Fenton i Orcbeetra
Stealing Fo Trot (Bulllvan)
I've Got My Hubltf Od Foi Trot (Durante)
a
Ty-T-

Bennle Krueger

fsrdool Houm Bluea
"Muelc Box Revue"
Fox Trot
Kmllln'

Orcheetra

Foi Trot (Irving Berlin) From the
Bennle Krueger's Orchestra

Introducing "Have You Forgotten t"
Belvln'i
lewel-By- e,
Pratty BettesMsl Foi Trot (Cooke-Olmaeelvln's
By the FyraaaMe Foi Trot tFlorlto)
Oene Rodemleh
Trot (isemore-Bleee- )
Right er Wrea-r- os
deae Hvdtmkk

Orcheetra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orcheetra

L. G. SHANKLIN
Furniture

Hardware

-'

j

0

SCHOOLBOY'CHESS

MASTER STILL WINS

n

iL

"

i

"m

V,imsaUl
Washington'schoolboy,' it the"hew che
He never evades a
challenge for match play arid is shown hem
M"
F' Tlhe- - who holds many chess club championships.1
rftr"i? 0 '
Lff!:,: f.u M',tsp??er corrsPndent who (or thirty years has reporte
White House.
enarnp.on.

Mrt. Clara B. Turner went into Al- buqurrque on Saturday morning and
ia visiting at the home of Mr. and
Mrt. Harry Slack, before going on to
her home in Mississippi.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS FOR

Mr. (Rebel XfcCaskill, who is em-- !
ployed in the K. A M. Drug store,!
left on Sunday night for points in.
Texas. He will visit with his mother
and father and will be gone for a
month.

WEEKLY SPECHALg

t

Mr. and Mm. Frank It a pie were
hosta to
dinner in their home on
Saturday niirht. February 11. The
guesta were Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Hen- jdcron, Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Sey- mour and Miaa Taylor.
The Woman's Mlsnionary Society
the Methodist church served the
Chamber of Commerre on Thursday
evening, February J4, al the
rii-.at the City Club. The
was one of the very finest
jjinnr
ever aerved and the hall was heauti-- i
fully decorated in red and white Val- er.tine bearu. More than ninety attended and a apecial protrrarn of
music and addresses was very much
enjoyed.
of

Inn-ou-

n

I

Fine Line

Crane Stationery at
Pre-wa- r
Prices
BANNER DRUG STORE, Inc."
off

